ALPINE PARAGLIDING
Brian and Nikki Webb
PO Box 3 BRIGHT VIC 3741
Tel: 057551753
Fax: 057 551677

PARAGLIDER PROFESSIONALS
Learn to Paraglide at Bright, the Paragliding Centre of Australia. The
Bright area is already world renowned for Hang Gliding. Now the same
superb facilities are available for Paragliding

Year round tuition - 7 Days a week
2 Day Introductory
6 Day HGFA Recreational Licence
2 Day Hang Glider to Paraglider conversion
2 Day Paraglider Thermalling & XC
4 Day Paraglider to Hang Glider conversion

PARAGLIDING

$220
$660
$220
$220
$440

SALES

SHOP

STOP PRESS
Para Pacific Monarch Intermediate to Advanced
$2,499
Brand new canopy from New Zealand
Open leading edge, no battens, very very easy to deploy, accelarator bar, 45 Kmh top speed, good for stronger sea
breezes, very good in thermals. Excellent value.
Price includes harness, bag and accelerator bar.
Sizes: 21, 24, 26 square meters
FALHAWK Athlete - Advanced
Superb Paraglider, excellent speed range
Sizes: 19, 22, 24, 27, 30 square meters

$2,810-3,234

Coming Soon: the APEX, latest from the Falhawk factory, patience - it's going to be good
Black Magic - Beginners to Intermediate
Sizes: 22, 24, 27 square meters

$2,370 including back pack bag and harness

APCO Hilite II-Intermediate to Advanced
Sizes: 23, 25, 28 square meters

$2,881 Including back pack bag

Harley Contrail- Intermediate
Sizes: 21, 24, 27 square meters

$2,239 including back pack bag

APCO Reserve
Pulled Apex Emergency System
Your only second chance

$526

DAVRON 200+ ALTIMETERNARIO
$649
Precision miniature instrument, two altimeters, vario up and down, optional up only, elasticated thigh attachment, fluoro
pink

USE D

PARAGLIDERS

APCO Dreams
- 28 sq m. Beginner
AIRWAVE Black Magic
- 24 sq m. Intermediate
CHARLEY Edel
- 24 sq m. Intermediate
APCO Speedstar 2
- 24 sq m. Beginners/Intermediate
FALHAWKAthlete 10.5
- 24 sq m. Advanced
Paraglider, varia, altimeter and radio hire from $45 daily

$1,400
$1,999
$1,495
$1,700
$2,400

Please note: Alpine Paragliding will not sell a Paraglider to anyone who does not have a Recreational licence
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CLUBS

kysailor appears 12 times per year as a
service to members. For non-members
liv ng In Australia the subscription is Aus. $48
pa. Overseas magazine subscription is Aus.
$65 (sent SAL). Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable although the editor reserves the right to
edit or delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be
published and all contributions should be accompanied by the contributor's name, address
and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented
in Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution .

~

DEADLINE
15th of the month for contributions,
market place, etc.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the
Editor. All ads must be paid in advance.
Layout, separations and extra work incur
additional cost.

HGFA ADDRESSES
All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
SPORTS HOUSE
508/161 GLOUCESTER STREET
SYDNEY 2000
Tel (02) 251 2704
PRESIDENT

ADMINISTRATOR

Phil Mathewson
Steve Hocking
Ph (02) 5608n3 AH (02) 2512704 BH

SKYSAILOR
CONTRIBUTIONS
All Skysailor contributions should be
sent to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box 401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 281988
Ph (066) 281991 BH. & AH

STATE ASSOCIATIONS
For Information about ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the approprlate state association or club.
NSWHGA Inc (address for HGFA)
Treasurer - Keith Maxwell (02) 9643267 W

(02) san971 H

Nobby Area Sky
Sailing Club (Bris.)
Pres. Hank Van
Raalte
(075) 463021
Sec. Rolf Damm
(07) 3561546

Mid North Coast HG
Anoc(NSW)
Lee Scott
(065) 569692
Joe Scott
(065) 650042

Cairns Hang Gliding
Club (Old)
Nev Akers
(070) 512438 W
Warwick Gill
(070) 53n68 H

North east Victorian
HGClublnc
Tony Dennis
(060) 561654

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meetings: Shellharbour pub 1st Wed. of
month. Contact Harry
Docking (042)
96n96 H or (042)
564388W

Ceprlcorn Skyrldera
Club
Brian Smith
Rockhampton
~79) 287858
hane Newell
Yeppoon
(079) 393769

ACTHGA
PO Box 496
Manuka2603
Sec. Anthony Gerrard
(062) 822464 H

QHGAlnc
PO Box 1319
Springwood 4127
Pres. Dave Marsh
(07) 8242508 or
Pager (07) 8348858

VlcHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Hanna
(03) 5985835 H

HGAWA
PO Box 82
South Perth 6151
Sec. Danny Byrne
(09) 3873605

Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Tony Armstrong
(042) 942584

Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Ric Caster
(066) 280356
Sec. Greg Wilson
(068) 280356

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(OS) 2130600

TasHGA
28 Benwerrin Court
Norwood 7250
Sec. Steve Richards
(003) 447101 H

Gladstone HG Club
PO Box 1290
Gladstonce 4680
Pres. Pat Purcell
(079) 721676
Sec. Sarah Clarke

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres: Peter Hansen
(049) 712330

Keep the articles coming!!
We will give $50 per month for the best
cover photo sent In. It can be a black
and white, colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested.
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.
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Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Steve Johnson
(071/074) 941867
Pres. Robert Keen
(071/074) 455642
Dave Cookman
Central West HG Club (071) 498573
Stan Roy
Pres - Len Paton
(068) 537220
(071) 459185
Alf Carter
Sec - Steve Palmer
(063) 613315
(071) 457265

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Sydney)
Pres: John Halle
(02) 9822635
Sec: Peter Cairns
(02) 416~370

Newcastle HG Club
Pres. Chris Brandon
(049) 499199
Sec. Danny Smith
018494505

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pres. Joe Ippolito
(064) 576112
Sec. Stuart Andrews
(064) 576190

Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. Garry Carr
(02) 6444249 AH
(02) 2958040 BH

New Club
Fiona Knox
(02) 5289304
Richard Reitzin
(02) 3651533 H
(02) 2353033 w

Sky High
Paragliding Club
Pres. Scott Beresford
4806441 ah
Sec. Samantha Clarke
6184398 bh

22
26
29

CREDITS
FRONT COVER
View of Mt Emu during the
80gong Cup, December 1989
Pilot and photographer,
Marlies Eicher flying a Zephir

Cartoons

Julius Makk,
Joshua Green,
Rohan
Typing, Typesetting
& Layout
Marie Jeffery
Printers
Quality Plus,
Ballina
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Editor's Corner
Another issue off the press, with some new cartoons from Julius.
This one is a little late, Jules, but I like it! One of our other
cartoonists, Josh Green, is very young (9 years) but his message
is definitely not to be forgotten.
The Paragliding forms and Spion Kop site guide have been
printed on the centre pages so that you can remove them to
include in your manuals.
On page 22 is part 1 of one pilot's experience in learning to fly a
hang glider - sure to bring back memories for many of us. At
another stage a little further on down the path of flying hang
gliders, a second pilot shares with us his excitement and satisfaction on reaching that first goal. I hope these stories will provide
incentive for many of the newer pilots out there.
Also included is an article on paragliding by Denis Pagen. I have
always enjoyed his style of writing and found this one very
informative. I have been following, in the USHGA magazine,
the debate on whether or not paraglidng should be included in
their association. I think we are on the right track here in
Australia by including this new sport in our association. Firstly
our numbers are not great in either sport so collectively we
present a stronger force. Also we have years of experience and
.knowledge, eg flying conditions,.methods of ratings to pass on to
these newcomers. And lastly a little bit of new blood .and therefore ideas, enthusiasm etc should always be welcomed.
Len Paton has taken over the job of running our XC League.
The 90/91 season is now underway so get those entries in!
Thanks must go to Chris McDonald "CMac" for his effort in
running the League over the past few years and for a job well
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done - no doubt it has been a time consuming task. And good
luck with compiling all those XC details for us, Len!
For those pilots wondering what to do with their spare time while
waiting out the winter weather, turn to page 21 for the logo
competition. $SOO would certainly bring a ray of sunshine into
any winter day!
Cheers,

Marie

Notice To All Hang Glider Pilots
A new flying park in the Cudgegong Valley near Mudgee is now open
Only 3 1/2 drive from the centre of Sydney, we offer accommodation with country home cooked
meals, and flying for all pilots from Student Certificate to Advanced.
The CUDGEGONG HIGHLANDS SOARING CENTRE can cater for all your flying needs
•

Winch Towing - for student certificate to advanced pilots - Courses tailored to your skills

•

Trike Flying - Introductory training flight and instruction can be taken flying from an authorised landing area

•

Thermal and Ridge Soaring - Is conducted most weekends for all soaring pilots on sites up to 1000' high facing all
winds

•

Beginners - When Sydney sits in rain we bask in sunshine and our 200' training slopes face all wind directions. We
can quickly train you to soaring standard

If you're serious to learn, we are serious about teaching you
The CUDGEGONG HIGHLANDS SOARING CENTRE is run by: Enquiries Ph (063) 736410

SCHOOL OF

HANG GLIDING
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"Yeah it's been on good but dropping a
little now."
Ha, there's gliders in the air, wind on your
face, battens go in at a furious pace.
Hmm, is a bit light ... wind lines are a bit
funny?? ... I'll get half an hour in before
dark if I go now ...

Dear Marie
Pilots who suffer from Motion Sickness
may be interested in the attached article.
I have found conventional motion sickness tablets have unpleasant side effects
eg drowsiness, dry mouth etc. Meadow
Croft Herbals put out a tablet containing
ginger, chammille (settles stomach) and
Vitamin B6 combined. Try eating ginger
and taking vitamin B group.

"Ginger fares better than drugs in seasickness trial"
A dose of ginger can prove more effective
treatment for seasickness than conventional drugs. That's the conclusion of
Ohio psychologists who tested the herbal
remedy against the traditional drug
Dramamine by spinning students in a
revolving chair for six minutes.
The students remained blind folded
during the tests and were split into three
groups, one taking ginger, one taking
Dramamine and one taking a placebo
made from chickweed.
All the volunteers had previously been
prone to motion sickness and during the
test three of the placebo group vomited
and all those taking Dramamine or the
placebo asked for the rotation to be
stopped. Half those who were given
ginger lasted the full six minutes.
How does ginger work? It seems likely
that gingerol, one of its constituents, has
a similar chemical structure to aspirin and
acts in the same way but without the side
effect of stomach irritation.
Ginger has been used since the middle
ages to relieve stomach upsets, and according to the Chinese it can stimulate
your appetite, improve your circulation
and regulate your hormonal flow.
Chilblains, burns coughs and colds are all
thOUght to benefit from ginger. In parts
of southern China a hot ginger bath is a
ritual equivalent to a Finnish sauna."
Pat Purcell
Dear Marie
Congrats on a bonny bouncing baby girl!!!
Well done, now comes the fun part eh? of 3am feeds, changing nappies etc.

And you don't find the lift ...
S#&@ it should be here ... bit sinky .. , I'll
just go a bit further ...
When you hit the katabatic sink you go
down fast, real fast.

With winter upon us, all pilots should be
extra careful of the KATABATIC effect
shadows - cold shadows - have on ridge
soaring the east and south-east cliff faces
that we'll be flying up and down the coast
... Stanwell, Mereweather, Crescent
Head and Byron Bay will all become
Katabatic sometime over the winter while
pilots ride the easterly air and some may
get into trouble.
The most dangerous time for Katabatic
winds come usually at the end of a brilliant
day of light, east to south-east ridge lift,
plenty of top landings and you'll just have
one more blast before packing up in the
semi-dark before heading off for a beer,
yeah! You fmd yourself looking for the
lift you've been flying in all day, your mate
is still hanging up there in that old Gyro
you sold him and that Foil that took off
ten minutes ago is up there somewhere.
"I'll be up in a minute, just around the
corner"
Are you heading towards or away from a
landing area?
OR

You are sick and
tired of the city, your
job, the rain, the
cold, no flyin', you've
kicked the cat, the
office tea lady and
you hate the westerly
wind but wait ... it's
not west, it's east.
You glimpse a flash
of a wing out past the
hospital ... you need
a fix of air, you've
gotten off early, run
seven
funny
coloured greeny/red
lights, grabbed the
diver, remembered
the harness, helmet
etc and you're there.

Always make your first pass towards the
landing. It's a long way in a headwind.
The westerly at Stanwell Park is well
known BUT the NEWER pilots who
haven't experienced it yet need to be very
careful and aware of the changing conditions during the next few months.
So what to do:
1. Check for signs of a westerly air flow
further inland.
2. Double check that there is enough wind
coming .up. the face (east-south-east,
whatever) not just flowing at the top of the
hill.
3. Have an extra strong take off and get
that first fifty feet above the ridge quickly
and efficiently.
4. Don't get too far away from the LIZ and
5. Be prepared to go to the landing zone
quickly.
6. Know how to get out of your harness
quickly and don't panic.
I'll hazard a guess at three gliders being
lost due to katabatic winds this winter.
Please prove me wrong and lets have
none!!!!
The Coopla Cup is on again, 29th & 30th
September and 1st October. AND I'll
supply a carton of COOPERS if we can
TRUTHFULLY ascertain that no gliders
have been lost to the katabatic ...

I - ~ol~agle Eye~light glasses - I
I $96 plain, $136 prescription, $156 Bi-focal I
I Wrap-around, metal or plastic frames I
I
Electronic Tow Meters - $165
I
Holiday Beach House at Bryon Bay
Spa, catamaran, surfboards & skis - $320 p.w.1
excl. Xmas)

I
I
I
I
I

(

North Coast Avionics

L ___

Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
Byron Bay 2481
Ph (066)~56287

I
I
I
I

__ ~
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wisdom talking amongst friends at the end
of a day's flying with the odd ale at the bar.
Fred's most quoted saying to me, and
most of that era of people was:
"There are old pilots and there are bold
pilots but no old bold pilots" How true
these words are.

For further info on the Coopla Cup call
me on (065) 650042. Magin may be shouting "CHICKENS"!!
The price of the SPEEDLINE harness is
$760 (it was left out of the ad in May).
Safe winter flying & roll on spring thermals!
Joe Scott
Dear Marie
What has prompted me to write is the
death of young Fred Brooks. You know
that Fred and really, most people didn't
see eye to eye about a lot of things. But
we did enjoy the debate and words of

I don't think that there are any lessons to
be learnt from Fred's demise. If you are
involved in aviation in any way you must
understand Gravity, Murphy's Law and
that the dirt is hard and unforgiving.
Anyway old friend life goes on: you're
doing a good job being editor. You may

be giving these environment lovers and
tree savers a bit too much room. If we
have bulk greenhouse and all this warming, there will be bigger and better Cu's
and with less trees, the landing paddocks
would be everywhere. Just think, no tree
landings. Even Victorians might get to fly
12 months a year! Print the mag 24 or
even 52 times a year!
Errol Gallant

Ed's Note: It is believed that Fred may have
blacked out while flying his aircraft. Hopefully the cause will be established by the
CAA investigation

,------------------Australian XC League 1989/90

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

by Chris McDonald
The 89/90 twelve months competition which finished March 31, 1990. Len Paton won the competition both outright and
lB' Grade with a series of flights all over 100 km in the Forbes area of NSW. Jenny Ganderton again won the Women's
section and again was runner up in the overall compo
The only record to be increased this year was the Australian Goal distance extended to 250 km with four pilots from South
AUstralia completing the feat. Attempts to extend the Out and Return and Triangle records failed. I don't think Mark
Newland's Open Distance record of 310 km was challenged.
These are the final placings. The first line is the distance flown in Km and the flight category. The second line is
thepoints awarded for the flight.

Len Paton

NSW

Jenny Ganderton

NSW

Rohan Holtkamp

VIC

Chris McDonald

NSW

Chris Charters

SA

Geoff Tulloch

OLD

Sue Hansen

SA

Birgit Svens

SA

Gary Fimeri

SA

Peter Bolton

SA

Gerry Gerus

OLD

Peter Adriaans
Helmut Schrodel
Ross Williams
JohnPadman

OLD
WA
NSW
WA

Categories are

D
R

c
I

FIU

FIt2

FIt3

FIt4

FItS

1oo.2Rcl
863
160.9Gc
734
1oo.2Rcl
863
34.6Rc
298
251.2Gc
1145
86.9Tul
525
93Dc
299
43Dc
138
251.2Gc
1145
158.9Dc
512
23.1Dc
74

103.0Rc
887
103.1Ru
733
105.0Tcl
766
34.6Rc
298
114.0Gc
520
1oo.2Rcl
863
158.6Dc
511
77.4Gc
353

107.8Ru
804
99.2Rul
846
86Rc
740
1oo.2Rcl
863
75.5Dc
243

158.9Dc
512
105.OTcl
766
94Dc
303
88Dc
283
62.6Dc
202

202.9Gcl
925
53.3Tc
389
139.9Dc
450
142.0Gcl

3468

648

2390

47.4Gc
216

2326

67.9Dc
218
50.5Gcl
230

22.4Rc
193
85.5Dcl
275

70.4Dc
227
16.1Dc
52

6O.7Dc
195
61Gc
278

Open Distance
Out & Return
Completed Task
Ladder Competition

Total
3991

3122

1488
1221
53.4Dc
172

1168
1145

3.22 points per Km
8.61 points per Km

G
T
u

934
22.5Gc
103

520

Nominated Goal
4.56 points per Km
Triangle
7.30 points per Km
Uncompleted Task

As there was a distinct drop off in entrants last year, I will not be processing entries. Len Paton has volunteered to do the job
for this year and no doubt will put new life into the competition. For entry details contact:

I
I
I
I
I

t n Paton, 'Boganol', Henry Lawson Way, FORBES NSW 2871, (068) 537220_ _ _ _ _ ~
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The road up the range has been completely repaired and is now
better than ever and we will be improving the take-off ramp as
well.
So come and fly where the pilots take away the money, not the
organizers.
Safe flying
Ethel
Hang Gliding Package
Includes Guest House Accommodation (Twin Share)
Dinner, Breakfast PER PERSON PER DAY = $27.50
Weekly Rate - Colonial Cabins Accommodation
One Bedroom cabin - Unserviced, 7 nights accommodation,
PER COUPLE = $315.00
Two Bedroom Standard Cabin - Unserviced, 7 nights accommodation MAXIMUM OF 5 PERSONS = $435.00
Two Bedroom deluxe Cabin - Unserviced, 7 nights accommodation MAXIMUM OF 5 PERSONS = $525.00
Contact Eungella Chalet ph (079) 584509 Fax (079) 584503
2..

Comp Dates From Denis Cummings
The 3rd World Microlight Championships are scheduled for
19-26 August 1990 at Dunakeszi Airport, Hungary.

Coopla CUp
The Coopla Cup is on again!
29th September to 1st October
For further info on the Coopla Cup call Joe Scott on (065)
650042.

The 7th European Hang Gliding Championships are in June or
July 1990 (that's what the calendar of the FAI says) at Tolmin,
Yugoslavia

Gillies, North Queensland Competition
15th and 16th September
Any persons wanting more information on the Gillies competition phone Warwick Gill on (070) 537768

1990 Ansett Fosters Eungella Chalet
Hang Gliding Championships
23rd to 30th September
$90 entry fee, open to intermediate & advanced pilots
Film for first camera supplied
Send fee to Dave Lamont, PO Box 6, Proserpine 4800
Minimum of $4000 prize money plus Airline tickets, travel
vouchers and prizes
Prizes paid to 10th place overall plus 'B' Grade section plus
North Queensland Championship
Sponsored by:
Ansett Airlines, Danny Scott Harnesses, Enterprise Wings,
Eungella Chalet, Fosters, Moyes, Glenden Service Station,
Glenden Chemist, Glenden Baker, Glenden Electrical, Glenden
National Bank, Glenden Unisex Hair Salon, Glenden Town
Club, Morris Catering Glenden, Ray's and Rob's Boutique
Glenden, Queensland Country Credit Union (Glenden), Denhams Food Store (Glenden).
We are also chasing sponsors at Airlie Beach for reef and island
trips to the Whitsunday Islands. You can get accommodation at
the Chalet but don[ t take too long to book as it is filling up
quickly. Phone (079) 584503. There is also a caravan park at
Eungella with on-site vans.

Flight Dynamics
Presents

All Australian, the Wench is the latest Car
Top Launch Tow System
Compact, easy to operate, set up time 2
minutes, fast rewind and turnaround
time.
System is fully self contained, just add
rope. With just 3 holes in the tray, will fit
any ute including short tray twin cabs and
you're ready to tow.

• No Mods to gliders
• Suitable for tandem flights
For Info: Call Richard Nevins
(075) 324874
Special price for prototype only

$1550.00
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Russian Paragliding Competition
In late September-early October 1990 "Unitour" an agency of the
Soviet-British "Micrograf' joint venture intends to organize in
cooperation with the Soviet paragliding association, the
Caucasus Cup Paragliding Competition with open participation. The Cup programme will include a mandatory programme
and show performance.
Flights will take place ont he flanks of Elbrus, Tcheguet and
Dombay. Participants reach take-off sites by cable railway or,
possibly, by helicopter. Elevation gain between take-off and
landing sites is up to 2OOOm.
Mandatory programme will probably include flights by routes
with predetermined turning points and vying for distance
records of the USSR.
Prime contribution is US$8()() including:
two overnights at Moscow hotels
five overnights at Caucasus hotels
bus shuttle services between airport and hotel and between hotel
and cable railway
morning and evening meals (on the Caucasus section of the tour)
cable railway
flight route descriptions.
Each extra flight by helicopter to take-off sites costs US$45 per
1000m of vertical distance.
The first three prizes shall be helicopter flights to the vicinity of
Elbrus summit for subsequent paragliding. The Cup champion
is awarded a free trip to the Soviet Union in 1991. Teams of more
than 5 members are granted a 10% discount; teams of more than
10; a 25% discount.
Optional services include:
sightseeing in MOscow US$80 (2 days)
sightseeing in the Caucasus by Pullman US$50
trips to other areas of the USSR; tour programme and cost vary
depending on the area;
guide-interpreter US$25 per day
cultural highlights and entertainments - rates to be agreed
cars for rent US$12 per hour
Advance notice from applicants for participation in the
Caucasus Cup will be appreciated. For full details contact
Unitour, Tokmakov per., 14 Moscow 107066 USSR phone (095)

Czechoslovak Championships
1. Tomas Suchanek
2. Jean Marc Dumond
3. Dan Vyhnalik

XS 155
Halian XS
Compact

1st Superleague in mid-Wales, UK
1. Bruce Goldsmith (UK)

Mylar Magic Kiss 154

2nd Superleague in Como, Italy
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

John Pendry (UK)
Phil Haegler (Braz)
Robin Hamilton (UK)
Bruce Goldsmith (UK)
Kim Tipple (UK)

Mylar
Mylar
Mylar
Mylar
Mylar

Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic
Magic

Kiss
Kiss
Kiss
Kiss
Kiss

154
154
154
144
154

Bruce Goldsmith is overall leader of this series
of 3 Superleague competitions, with John .
Pendry in second place. The Superleague final
is in Switzerland from 14th to 22nd July.

2646791 and (095) 2979121, fax (095) 2002216 or (095) 2889579
OR contact:
Ian Ladyman PO Box 413 Charlestown NSW 2290 phone (049)
498946

Note from Ian: Those interested in going could contact me but I
presently am not intending to go. If several people contact me then
the discounts may apply.

Proposal to hold 1991 Australian
Nationals from VHGA Inc
Dates: 22-1-91 to 31-1-91 (this leaves time for the Victorian
Open to be held from 28-12-90 to 6-1-91 and the Flatlands to be
held from 10-1-91 to 18-1-91)

Location: Mt Cole State Forest area including sites at:
Mt Buangor (S)
.
.
b
Ch·
M
D
Ben NevisW
"TI Tree" site Kandos NSW - ph. Y
ns c onaId
Langi
Ghiran (E)
Sugerloaf (N)
Elmhurst (SE)
MtCole (NE)
Entry fee: $120 (including $20 bond)
Accommodation: Cave Hill Creek offering spacious dining/recreation area with open fire overlooking lade and opening onto a sheltered
courtyard, heated bunkrooms to accommodate
66, pillows and doonas supplied. On-site activities include orienteering, spotlight walks,
trout fishing, archery, canoeing, nature trials,
campfires.
Number of entries: 70 maximum
Comp organiser: VHGA Inc
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Cross Country Epic - Reaching My First Goal
by Ross Williams
The summer of 88/89 had been eagerly
awaited by me, for I was keen to better my
XC experience as I hoped to compete in
the Flatlands at Parkes early in 1989.
My first good flight came on 19th
November. We set up in our tow paddock
just to the south of Boorowa. Chris who
was learning to fly hang gliders, came over
from Young to have a look at towing, to
get some idea of the procedure for when
he was experienced enough to have a go
himself.
Chris had just purchased a new set of
Skyteck Flightdeck instruments, and very
generously offered me the use of them for
the day's flying.
As we rigged the gliders Chris asked
what our goal was for today. Mick suggested we try for Goulburn, so I penciled
in the flight line on my map, all the time
thinking "that's quite ambitious" as we
usually bomb out about 15 kIms from the
tow paddock and Goulburn was 100 kIms
away.
The day was a good one, but out of the
lift the sink was severe, and very easy to
fmd. After three or four near bomb outs
I fmally succumbed to gravity 20 kIm short
of goal. Chris had been good enough to
drive chase for Mick and myself, first
picking up Mick and then myself. On the
long drive back to Boorowa Chris kept
saying "When you said Goulburn I
thought you were joking". I think Chris,
who had learnt on the coast, had just seen
what hang gliding was all about. 80 kIms
for me was an excellent fught but still I
hadn't made goal.
The loan of Chris's Skyteck had shown
up flaws in myoid instruments, and it was
obvious to me, if not to my wife, that I
needed a new set for this summer. The
hard part, after fmding the money (I took
it out of the savings for the new lounge)
was the choice between the two obvious
locals, Skyteck and Sjostrom. After a lot
of debate I settled on the unseen, untried
Sjostrom from South Australia. It arrived
promptly, and if I could just get the harvesting fmished by Saturday I could try it
out.
Saturday arrived and I fmished the
harvesting by lunch time, and come 2pm
I was ready for my first tow. With the new
Sjostroms in place and myoid instruments clamped beside the new one, it was
go, go, go.
Goal had been set as an out and return
to Cunningah, a silo just east of Harden,
32 kIms away, making an all up total of
64kIms. A task that was on the hard side
considering my level of flying skills. Mick,

Borowa on the way to Cunningar Silo, 64klm out and return
who had partied too hard and too late the
night before to be bothered setting up and
flying, was driving, and Chris from over
Young was observing.
Half way down the tow, I'm into WOO
up while still on the line; I pin off and
screw right (why do I always turn to the
right??). Good lift all the way around as
the thermal settles to 500-600 up. Mick is
on the radio telling me an eagle is off to
the south climbing fast. 5-600 is good
enough for me so I stay put and climb to
base. The lift fades as the Q above me .
looks to be breaking up. I head for the
next closest Q which is a monster about 5
kIms away over Boorowa. Under this one
the lift is really strong, a constant WOO up.
Back at base I skirt out to the edge into
neutral lift and settle myself down to consider my options.
Looking down I see Boorowa spread
out below me, not that Boorowa (population 1300) can spread out much, but still
its a pleasing sight. In fact it would make
a great photo, if only I'd thought to put in
my 35mm SLR that was sitting in the ute.
I rummage through my pod and fmd my
old Kodak instamatic - it will have to do.
I meander back under the Q and top up
on height, no sense in rushing off to Curringah when there is lift under this still
building Q.
Looking west in the direction of the
turn point I can see the shadows of Q's
forming a stepping stone pattern in the
general direction of Curringah, so slowly
I work my way west. Looking down again

I can see large self propelled headers,
busily working in ever decreasing circles
in oat and wheat crops. A tingle of guilt
flickers through my brain, as I put of
moving on to the neighbour's harvesting
till after I'd had a fly. Still one day won't
make all that much difference, and at this
height its hard to feel guilty for too long.
I get low a couple of times, but as
Curringah draws closer the thermals get
better and base has now lifted another
1,000 feet. I'm now over the turn point
and click off a couple of photo'S for the
album. Out in front of me about a dozen
swifts are darting all over the sky; those
crazy birds who to don't appear to thermal but fly in very irregular patterns.
Some diving vertically, others weaving left
and right in no set manner, still they're at
cloud base so they must know what they
are about.
Something strikes my helmet and left
upright, can't see anything, but then
thump again on my shoulder. This time I
spot the cause; I'm in the middle of about
fifty Christmas beatles. Now this has me
beat, what were Chrissy beatles doing between three and four thousand feet? I
suspect they are wondering the same
about me.
I've now turned east and am heading
back to Boorowa, the easterly I launched
in has all but subsided by now and there
is not much westward movement in the
clouds, so I won't have much of a head
wind on the home leg. Finding the thermals is now much easier as they are whip-
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Turn point Cunningar Silo
ping up a lot of crop stubble and fairy
grass, making them easier to see. A
couple of brown butterflies drift by lazily;
these are great thermal flyers, as they
spend all summer drifting around the
country ·side. On each flight during the
summer months you will always see a half
dozen or so up around cloud base.
I'm talking to Mick and Chris on the
radio, letting the know I've made the
turnpoint. We use UHF channel 40 when
towing and after I've talked to them a
coach driver calls me to ask where I am
and what I'm doing. I give him a quick
rundown and he tells me that he and the
forty people on the bus think I'm crazy,
but wishes me luck and good flying
anyway. Then Kevin Hindes calls up and
says he is still harvesting, and if it looks
like rain "up among the clouds". I tell him
its really active, but in my opinion there is
no chance of storms today. "That's good,"
he says, "I won't bother to cover the oats
· ,
bm.
Half way home and I'm looking sick,
down to two grand and haven't had a
nibble for ages. I'm, over the main
Boorowa to Harden road so try to glide it
out as far as possible. I'm down to eight
hundred and have my landing well in
hand. What's that, a slight bump; I try to
find the lift but it evades me. Then I'm in
50 to 100 up and the Sjostrom is just
groaning, trying to lift me off the deck.
AFter about five minutes I've gained 100
feet but myoId instruments haven't
moved, still the Sjostrom flickers an 50100 up, then about a kilometre away I spot
some Ibis circling up; I head for them and
find the 500 up I need.
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Back over the Yass road I throw the
glider every which way to lose height, but
to no avail. A quick look around, storms
out over Yass and to the east as well but
to the north, out Cowra way, the sky is
clear so north I head. Once in the clear I
lose height down to 1000 feet - only
trouble is, my ute is back at the Yass road.
I head back but as I cross the Yass road
I'm back at 2000 feet and going up. Crazy,
all afternoon I fight to stay up; now when
its time to land I'm fighting to get down.
Back north I go and descend to 500
feet, surely I can land, the lift just won't be
down this low. Five kilometres back tot
he Yass road and I'm still at 500 feet. This
is crazy; you just can't maintain at 500!
Really steep turns for about five minutes
and I'm slowly losing the last few hundred
feet. Finally I'm down, just as the rain
starts to fall.
Sounds like a fairy tale, doesn't it?!
Well to me it was; it was a flight that had
everything I could have wished for and
more. In those four hours I had learnt
more than I could have hoped for. Chris
again won't believe that I could stay up for
so long while not on a hill, and that it was
so hard to land, but seeing is believing.
Now a 64 kilometre out and return is
no big deal on the scale of present day
flights, but to me it will always be one of
my most memorable. Now in the middle
of winter it all seems a long way off.
P.S. If you are in the market for new
instruments stick to an Australian made
unit; Sjostrom or Flightdeck; you won't
be sorry.

Climbing through four grand and Guy
Hubbard calls from Cowra wanting to
know if I'm fmally going to make goal. I
tell him if I can make base from this one
I'll give it a big shake. Happy with my
height and I've started my fmal glide, V.B.
full on and toes pointed. Time now for a
look around, I've been so engrossed in
getting back up I haven't kept an eye on
the conditions. Over Yass way Cu-Dims
have formed and rain is teaming down,
out Goulburn way the scene is the same,
very awesome.
I'm down to four
grand and in lift; will I
top up or can I make it
from here. I fly on;
OUR small HANDLE
Kevin is going to kill
me, I think, as the
storms close in. Over
the Yass road with two
and a half grand and
three kilometers to go.
Bar to the knees and
I'm over the tow padIS YOUR ANSWER
dock. I've made it, I'm
TO BIG PROBLEMS!
home, fmally at goal,
you beaut. I check the
Sjostrom, four grand,
Get a handle on your safety.
oh, oh, bar to the knees
Call or write TODAY for details
in a straight line and
of a plane-saving parachute to
gained
fifteen
suit your airci"aft. Models
hundred feet. I let the
available to fit all amateur
bar out, slow down and
built aircraft, ultralights
and hang gliders.
the Sjostrom is
screaming. Kevin
won't have to kill me,
Avtex PlY LID.
these storms will do it
Ph (066) 86 7991
Ballistic Recovery Systems Divtsion
for him.
Fax (066) 86 5506
Balllna Airport. Balllna N.S.W. 2478

Pilot:
Experience:
Glider:
Site:
Conditions:
Glider
dama~e:

Pilot mjury:
Cause of
Accident:

Paul Hunt 16261
Intermediate 75 hours,
16 in Foil
Foil152C
Argalong (near Tumut),
W-NW 2480' ASL,
1300' Relief
very light and variable
none visible
broken left humerus just
above elbow
Inadequate attention
to planning and
execution of landing

Pilot launched successfully and glided
along the face of the ridge then down
towards the landing area without encountering any significant lift until quite
low over the landing paddocks. He
scratched around for about 5-6 flat 360's
before heading out over the preferred
landing paddock for last ditch search for
lift and to commence landing circuit.
When no lift was found the pilot commenced a "downwind" leg back towards
an open paddock behind landing area.
Once over the paddock the pilot decide
he was still to high and initiated a figure 8
to lose the height, beginning with a right
hand turn. The pilot continued this turn
until he was again facing away from the
target and lost eye contact with the
selected landing target. After starting his
left hand turn and regaining eye contact
with the target the pilot decided he was
too low to successfully make his target so
decided to continue his turn until he was
pointing away from the fences before attempting a landing in the open paddock.
However due to slipping nature of
fmal turn, combined with possible sinking
air, too much height was lost and the
glider hit the ground as the pilot was
levelling out. The left side of the control
bar struck first, pivoting the glider anticlockwise and forward. The pilot suffered a compressive twisting fracture of
the left humerus.
Conclusions
1. A safe successful landing should be the
primary aim of any flight. Hence the pilot
should make the decision to land early
enough to give himself plenty of time to
plan the landing and having made that
decision should devote 100% of his attention to the landing and not a last minute
search for lift.
2. A figure 8 approach should not be used
in very light or no wind situations due to
the need to extend the turns away from
the target to prevent the figure 8 from
"creeping". in the above case the pilot
should have simply extended his
downwind leg a bit further.

3. The pilot has spent much of his airtime
at Stanwell Park and had developed a
habit of slipping his base leg turns to lose
enough height to land at the beginning of
the chute (at Stanwell). This habit may
have contributed to the inefficient nature
of his fmal turn.
4. I have heard some people around the
sites recommending letting fo of the
uprights, in this type of crash situation,
and allowing your body to swing through
the uprights hence preserving your
uprights and/or your arms. I would not
recommend this because the type of injury indicates that my arm absorbed a
large amount of energy at impact and if I
had released the uprights then this energy
would not have been dissipated until the
back of my neck or my head struck the
keel. I think that a broken arm or upright
is vastly preferable to a possible broken
neck.
5. Faired uprights are very strong in a
lateral direction.
6. This type of accident is an effective but
IW1 recommended way to avoid having to
pack up your glider! Thanks guys.
Reprinted from AirBorn, the New
Zealand hang gliding magazine
Fatal Accident
The following accident report should
be read by all hang glider and paraglider
pilots.
On 4.1.1990, David Nicholas Tunnely
went flying in stormy conditions from
Harwoods Lookout on the northern side
of Takaka Hill. After assessing weather
conditions and discussing them with his
flyer girlfriend of slightly less experience,
he decided to take off and fly down to the
valley floor.
Approximately 30 seconds after takeoff and 60ft in the air, he suddenly went
up and then got blown backwards out of
sight.
The helicopter was unable to continue
the search because of the wind strength.
His severely mutilated body was found
the next day approximately 1km along the
ridge about 400m over the back.
At this stage it is easy to say that he was
asking for it by flying in the conditions and
that it was entirely his own doing. However there are some alarming facts which
will cause more accidents unless put right.
Mr Tunnely purchased his canopy
from Alp Sports in Christchurch and included was a half day instruction course
at Taylors Mistake, Christchurch.
Conditions were not suitable and he
was only able to be shown how to inflate
and that was the extent of his formal training. The equivalent of being shown how
to set up and stand on the top of a hill with
a hang glider, ie; Mr Tunnely was totally
unequipped with the knowledge and skill
required to even consider flying.

Mr Tunnely then carried on learning
by himself ie practising inflating and running down small hills. He then did a number of high flights.
This is not the way to learn to fly and
only breeds complacency and bad habits.
I hope that people who sell
paragliders or teach someone to fly will
show more responsibility and that people
who fly them will be more aware of the
need to have competent instruction because a paraglider is a potentially lethal
device.
Instructors and sellers should make
sure they contact the local Hang GlidinglParagliding club for a start. The same
things that make hang gliding dangerous
make paragliding even more dangerous
so these people need to be in contact with
those who know weather and flying conditions. Joining the Hang Gliding Association is a legal requirement anyway.
It seems to me that some of the people
instructing shouldn't be doing so as they
don't know enough about wind flow and
flying conditions themselves.
Where Mr Tunnely went wrong on the
day was his lack of knowledge and inability to interpret flying conditions.
1. He assessed conditions only from the
back of the hill and from his take-off at
400 ft down the other side. The best way
is to go to the top where you are in the
actual airflow and to allow for interference from ridges in front and beside.
Sit and watch for at least 10 minutes to see
the true direction and if the wind is increasing, gusting or smooth. Take note of
cloud types and movement and learn what
they mean.
Try to picture what the air is doing, it is
rarely what you expect.
2. He was flying with the wind blowing
almli the ridge! In this situation the wind
rolls along the face of the hill giving a false
impression of what it is really doing. It
may be coming lightly up at take-off but
could be in fact rotoring over the top or
side and then back up the take-off. Only
consider flying if the wind is coming
straight in or is very light.
3. His take-off was at the base of a steep
bluff and he was in base rotor as well, so
when he got out 50 or 60ft he found the
real airflow and subsequent lift causing
his total loss of control.
Lines and squiggles on a wind flow
diagram may not look impressive but experienced flyers will tell you that in the
case of rotor no picture can show you the
lethal power the wind can possess. Especially in winds above 10 knots be always
on your guard.
Constructive comments welcome.
Tim Osborn, Safety Officer
Nelson Hang GlidinglParagliding Club
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A Brief
Sojourn Into
The Realm Of
Paragliding
by Dennis Pagen

Reprinted from March Hang Gliding

A flight from the Bitter Roots in Idaho, ph. by Mark Chirico

There is a new kid on the block. He's
kinda pudgy and soft and insists on decking out in eye-catching colors most likely
to be seen in a streetwalker's makeup kit.
You may write him off as just another
misdirected young upstart, but he's going
to move in next door to you. The exact
impact he'll have on your neighborhood
depends a lot on your attitude and your
ability to accommodate and compromise.
We are speaking, of course, of
paragliding (parapente in Eurospeak or
pair-o-panties to some wages). This fairly
young aviation sport has taken over
Europe (they outnumber hang gliders by
about two to one), and is certain to move
into every area of the U.S. where hang
gliding currently thrives.
Because paragliding will impact every
hang glider pilot in one way or another,
we offer this survey of the new sport from
a hang glider pilot's perspective. Note
that the author has moderate paragliding
experience having attended the 1989
World Meet in Austria, having flown four
different designs and having nearly
soared from a 1,300 foot site.
WHAT HOLDS IT UP?
Just what is this aerial jellyfish that purports to be a cross between a parachute
and a hang glider? Well, it certainly isn't
a parachute, although the debt owed to
parachute design is plain enough. A
modem paraglider is built from dacron
cloth and either kevlar or spectra lines for
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minimum stretch. Such construction
would blow apart under the stress of freefall inflation.
The current paraglider designs are
pretty sophisticated affairs, with a top and
bottom surface of thin dacron held
together by airfoil-shaped panels (ribs)
that separate the wing into as many as 24
gores or cells. Most of these cells have an
opening in front so the canopy remains
inflated from internal and dynamic pressure in much the same way a garbage bag
inflates in the wind. (The paraglider's
cells are not open at the rear.)
Strategically placed lines on the
paraglider's undersurface extend
downward to risers that attach to the
pilot's harness. These lines are of exacting length to hold the proper airfoil shape,
angle of attack and anhedral. The
downward curve or crescent shape of the
wing when viewed head-on is necessary to
create outward forces at the tips to keep
the wing from accordion-ing inward. Stabilizers at the tip hang down to assist in
yaw stability.
PARAGLIDER PERFORMANCE
There is a familiar phenomenon in
paragliding that would be humorous if it
didn't have the potential of luring naive
pilots into dangerous situations. That is
the overstatement of manufacturers' performance claims. You may recall in the
evolution of hang gliders that each new
design had to appear to outperform the

previous offering, so glide ratio claims
were inflated to as high as 15 to 1. We now
know that the best super-ships get less
than 11 to 1.
In a similar manner, paraglider
manufacturers' claims have boosted performance up to 8 to 1. Forget it. The
average paraglider gets a glide ratio between 4 and 5 to 1. Some of the best
designs are pushing 6 to 1. Their sink rate
is greater than that of a hang glider - say,
250 feet per minute on the advanced
designs. This compares to hang gliders of
the late 70's. But keep in mind that this
performance comes from a lO-pound,
highly portable aircraft.
Now let me expose the dark rumours.
Yes, in many thermal situations a
paraglider pilot will thermal right up
through you. This happens for the same
reason that we can often climb through
sailplanes; they can circle much tighter
and thus remain in the stronger core area.
Your natural reaction is to just leave the
thermal and dare the paraglider to follow,
just as sailplanes do to us. However, with
practice and patience you can learn to
enjoy flying with paraglider pilots and
maintain ego equilibrium.
I flew with some 20 or more
paragliders at St. Hilaire in France. At
fIrst several would climb above me, then
float out front to hook another thermal. I
found by experimenting that I could stay
above them (quite desirable considering

all the slow-moving traffic) by
lingering longer in the thermals (their climb stops sooner
as the thermal disperses),
carefully watching the pack
and shooting to the next climb
group quickly, and finally,
cranking in close to a circling
paraglider. Even though they
describe tighter circles, I
found my circling speed was
faster so I remained opposite
my paraglider match-up as we
climbed together.

but the necessary run is
slower since the wing lifts itself at a lower speed and
flying speed in general is
about five mph slower with a
paraglider.
Landing is a simple affair
and parallels that of a hang
glider. As you approach the
ground you speed up to
allow control and avoid
gradient effects. Next, you
round out (slow down) at
about 15 feet. Then you
begin flaring at about six feet
up. A 100% pull of both
brakes at the right time will
set you down light as down.

PARAGLIDER CONTROL
Controlling a paraglider in
flight is more akin to a fixed
wing hang glider than a flex
Landing on top or on the
wing. The paraglider pilot
side of a soarable slope is
has two control lines, called
common practice with a
brakes or steering lines, that
paraglider. However, landextend from his hands to fan
ing in the uphill direction is
out to the trailing edge of
difficult ( and dangerous) for
either side of his canopy
there is little speed retention
(wing). When he pulls down
A pilot reverse inflates his paraglider. Photo by Mark Chirico
to climb parallel to the
on one of these brakes the
slope. A crosswind sideglider. Each aircraft type has its limita- slope landing is the choice here.
trailing edge angles down exactly like the flaps on an airplane. This tions, but before you write off the
IF YOU GET A CHANCE
action creates more drag on one side and paraglider in terms of performance see
A hang glider pilot who is tempted to try
the sidebar accompanying this article.
the wing turns toward that side.
the soft wings should be aware of a few
In early designs (and most current
TAKING OFF AND TOUCHING differences. To begin, he or she will feel
paragliders) the wing flew at essentially DOWN
like a stall is impending - all the time.
one angle of attack determined by the Launching a paraglider is quite different That's because the darn thing goes so
relative length of the suspension lines. from launching a hang glider. With the slow. Next, you'll probably flare too late.
Pulling on both brakes was the only way former you lay the canopy on the ground The flare reaction is slower, so you have
to change speed. If you can imagine ap- behind you, straighten the lines, then to start a lot sooner. Also, you'll most
plying both flaps on an airplane you can climb into the harness. This takes all of likely misjudge your touch-down spot
see how this would increase airfoil cam- several minutes.
since you're used to much more glide.
ber and slow the craft down. Minimum
Finally,
you should be careful to treat
If the wind is fme you lunge forward
sink is thus achieved by applying both
while lifting your arms over your head, to yourself as a beginner. You bring a
brakes at about 75%, best glide at 25%pull the canopy forward so it inflates and natural air sense to the experience, but
50% (depending on design) and a dive at
climbs above you. This is the critical the controls, the timing and judgement
0%.
operation because as the canopy is rising are different. Remember, John Pendry,
A few modern designs now incor- it's a big drag chute and can pull you one of the world's best hang glider pilots,
porate a steering seat. This seat allows backwards. In wind you get an assist from knocked himself unconscious last sumthe pilot to change the angle of attack by someone pulling on your harness. Also, mer on a paraglider.
raising or lowering the rear risers with you may flip one set of risers over your
So how safe are they? I believe a
respect to the front. This action com- head to inflate backwards so you can lean paraglider is as safe as a hang glider as
bined with the use of brakes allows much back against the wind.
long as the pilot respects the limits.
more efficient (coordinated) turns and
Once the canopy is over your head its That's what we have to do isn't it? On a
flying in general.
drag is minimized, and you stabilize it with paraglider you will be limited to lighter
Paragliders can flat turn, spin, turn control pulls on the brakes or risers. Here winds (about 20 mph in smooth condisteeply, stall and perform a variety of is a big plus to paragliding: the wing is in tions), less gustiness, and sites with closer
other maneuvers, including intentionally flying configuration and you can make a landing fields. However, you can set
"horseshoe collapsing" the canopy for a careful check before you even begin to down in many more places than with a
rapid descent (experts only please). As step into the air.
hang glider and you can launch from
pilots get better, the control envelope as
many sites inaccessible to our heavier
The actual launch consists of running
well as the performance envelope is more
wings.
while keeping the canopy over your head.
understood and broadened. However a
Canopies do collapse in turbulence.
You can't launch on as flat a slope as you
paraglider, because of its non-rigid nacan a hang glider in a comparable wind, However, they are designed to quickly
ture, will never be as dynamic as a hang
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recover and pilots use (if properly
schooled) standard recovery procedures.
Canopy collapse is like stalling when thermaling in a hang glider. It happens occasionally and you should be prepared to
counteract the effects immediately. Most
intermediate paragliders are certified to
recover from a collapse on their own (with
no pilot input).
WOKING BACK· LOOKING FOR·
WARD
It is a curious quirk of history that as time
passes we often frod ourselves in role
reversal situations. In the early 70's the
Soaring Society of America (SSA) was
looking askance at a new young upstart hang gliding. Some SSA members saw
our sport as a direct membership threat.
Some saw it as a potential asset, since new
pilots could be nurtured until they could
afford the sleek glass ships. Neither
group proved prophetic, for the explosive
growth of hang gliding did not detract
from SSA membership (they continued to
grow), and there has not been a massive
exodus of hang glider pilots into sailplaning. However, two other points must be
learned from this history lesson.
First, the bulk of the SSA membership
quickly decided that hang glider pilots
were on the fringe, and decided to divorce
themselves from the action. Thus the
pioneer hang gliding movement lost a lot
of potential safety information that had to
be discovered by trial and error. the errors resulted in accidents and some
deaths.

Furthermore, we can help paragliders
set up their national organization by
taking over the paperwork and offering
our programs (instructor, rating, competition) as models. This is a moneymaking proposition for the USHGA, and
greater numbers of safe pilots may reduce
our massive insurance bill.
Paraglider pilots ar going to exert
pressure to fly our sites. At the fragile
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Second, one farsighted SSA director,
Lloyd Licher, broke with the SSA establishment and became the first president of
the USHGA in 1975. It was through
Lloyd's expertise and guidance that the
USH<:-A quickly became a viable organization with well-thought-out safety
and training programs. As a participant
in the formation of the USHGA, this
author can attest to the great value of
Lloyd's service.

Before we look at paraglider performance with a jaundiced eye, and
relegate the craft to a realm akin to
penguins and ostriches in the avian
world, ponder this: A paraglider has
wonderful pitch stability due to its overpowering pendulum - the pilot. A hang
glider has a pitch stability problem requiring sweep, washout, reflex bridles
and defmed tips to safely handle the
turmoil of the sky.

It is with these two points in mind that
I strongly recommend that we hang glider
pilots offer our services to the paragliding
community. We can teach them the hard
safety lessons that we learn from our instructors as beginner pilots. Example:
there have already been several paragliding fatalities caused by pilots taking off in
rotors. The pilots thought the wind was
coming in - a common enough mistake
made by inexperienced hang glider pilots.
We can help them judge conditions and
site suitability.

Now imagine a hybrid wing that used
some of the technology from both
paragliding and hang gliding. As I envision this creature it would be about 40
feet in span with 145 square feet of area
(aspect ratio 11), with a rigid spanwise
cross-tube, about five ribs in the centre
with the rest of the sail inflating like a
paraglider. The whole contraption
would weigh about 30 pounds and break
down to an easily back-packable package.
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sites the impact could be serious unless
we are all working together to set standards for ratings and conduct. The new kid
on the block can become your enemy or
your greatest ally. As the bulk of hang
glider pilots drift toward middle age perhaps we need these new guys around to
liven up the neighborhood, and to inspire
us to look anew with eyes of wonder at the
gift of flight.

As the accompanying figure shows,
the pilot would fly supine and control

angle of attack and sail camber (flaps as
on a paraglider) with ease. The crossspar would reduce the need for as much
inflation pressure so aspect ratios could
be higher and airfoils better defined. I
predict a wing of such a configuration
would better the sink rate of any hang
glider, and out-glide the best if the drag
of the suspension lines could be controlled (a reduction in the number of lines
may be possibly by virtue of the partially
rigid structure).
The takeoff would be similar to that
of a paraglider, although landing might
take some special control to keep the
wing from crashing into the ground.
Paraglider pilots don't want to hear
about rigid spars or battens, but I
predict that such a hybrid, or "mule", will
have its place in sport aviation, for its
performance would only be limited by
the drag of the suspension lines, not by
its weight, control, sweep and washout,
which are the walls that we are up
against in current hang glider design.
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HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA

R 508 / 161 Gloucester Sl Sydney 2000. Tel (02) 251 2704
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RECREATIONAL LICENCE Aims

STUDENT CERTIFICATE -

PARAGLIDING

Aims : a) To certify that the pilot has reached an HGFA approved level of competency.
b) To ensure an acceptable knowledge of basic flight skills and theory to fly under
the supervision of an HGFA Paragliding instructor.

a) To certify that the pilot has reached an HGFA approved level of competency.
b) To ensure that the pilot has developed sufficient skills, experience, knowledge and
judgement to allow him/her to fly safely without a paragliding instructor.
c) To ensure an acceptable knowledge of flight rules, procedures and HGFA regulations.

PILars NAME.

PILars NAME.

HGFA No.

HGFA/S1'M No.

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

INSTRUCTOR DECLARATION:

INSTRUCTOR DECLARATION :

I, (instructor's name) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

office use

HEREBY CERTIFY that the above pilot has completed all the requirements of this licence to an
acceptable level.

SIGNED

SIGNED

DATI:

TASKS

1. Shows competence and confidence in turning flight up
to 360 degrees.

1.

Correctly unpacks and packs the paraglider and harness and
correctly lays out the paraglider.

2. Shows conect recovery from a mild stall.

2.

Correctly checks the paraglider prior to each day's flying.

3. Shows consistency in landings, demonstrating correct
speed and flare for prevailing conditions.

3.

Correctly pre-flights the paraglider and harness and
understands the reasons for the checks.

4.

Demonstrates strong wind, nil wind and cross wind
take-offs and landings.

4.

Demonstrates canopy establishment - check, correct, take-<>ff
or abort.

5. Demonstrates nil wind and strong wind establishments.

S.

Consistently shows good takeoffs and landings.

6. Shows a good ability to plan and set up a landing
within 20 metres of a target whilst negotiating a five
metre obstruction such as a tree or a house.

6.

Demonstrates good directional control.

7.

Demonstrates an emergency landing role.

7. Demonstrates back riser control in flight and landing.
8.

STUDENT LOG

Demonstrates banked turns and flat turns.

--e'"

9. 30 logged flights, 3 of a minimum 10 minutes duration.
10. Fly a minimum of three.different sites.
Score

[un

Examiner Sign.

} 1\ )"

HGFA No.

1'.

Date

1

I

Only an Examiner or an Instructor can sign off theory.
NOTES

. 1; pilots shOuld always have a copy of U\is form.
1. Qn completion of the Recreational Licence requirements, the pilot should send
r." i~opyof this form to the HGFA.

3. .'We ra~g is 110t valid until the pilot has received notification from HGFA
Le:helDtet sUcker arid membership card sticker.

.

~}i1ots should ALWAyS carry their log book and membership card.

:::{:<··}::}~:){t:;-: .... ":{:::::':::':':>~':':-i:-'"

Rec Licence

PO'"

HGFANo.

Date

TASKS

Sdt Liccoce

PO'"

,

office use
L I- - - - - - - -

---------------------------------------------

HGFANo

Insbudor.

Date

I, (instructor's name) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HEREBY CERTIFY that the above pilot has completed all the requirements of this certificate to an
acceptable level.

HGFANo.

DATE

PARAGLIDING

canopy

....... -

L

Ole

I

Instructor

HGFANo

TIlEORY - AERODYNAMICS
1.

STUDf.NT TII[ORr
2.

1.

2.

Explain the following terms:
i)
Air Speed.
ii)
Ground Speed.
iii)
Wind Speed / Strength.

Define the following terms:
i)
Angle of Attack.
ii) Camber.
iii) Lift.
iv) Drag.
v) Airflow.
vi) Cross port venting.
vii) Pendular stability. viii) Aspect ratio.
ix) Glide angle.
x) Profile.
How would you recognise a'stall and how is it related
to:

i)
iii)
v)
3.

Airspeed.
Brake line pressure.
Wing loading.

4.

3.

How does a wing create lift?

TIlEORY-EMERGENCIES

4.

Describe a stall.

5.

What is the effect and recovery procedure from the
following situations?
i)
A stall from straight flight.
ii) A stall in a tum.
iii) A stall 10ft above the ground.
iv) A parachutal stall.
v ) A total collapse.
vi) An entanglement with another paraglider.

6.

Describe the following tucks and how they occur.
i)
Tip, collapsed end oells. ii)
Frontal.

7.

What are the dangers of a wing tip tucking, how do
you recover from it?

8.

How would you minimise risks in the following
situations?
i) Water landing: a) Calm.
b) Surf.
ii) Tree Landing: a) Wooded .
b) Sparse.
iii) Power cable landing.

What is it's effect?
How do you recover?
What are the dangers of this at low altitude?

5.

In flight how would you judge air speed?

6.

How do you control air speed and direction?

7.

How do you judge wind strength and direction and what conditions are
suitable for student flight?

8.

Where would you find details of regulations concerning Paragliding in
Australia?

9.

Why do you need a licence to fly paragliders in Australia?

10.

How often should you check your paraglider for damage and wear?

11.

Why is it dangerous to tum near the ground?

12.

How do you avoid landing on an obstacle?

13.

What should you always wear while flying?

Angle of attack.
Pilot weight.

What happens to lift, drag and airflow over the wing as
the angle of attack increases?
When is a tuck most likely to occur?

Define Roll, Pitch and Yaw.

i)
ii )
iii)

ii)
iv)

9. You've dropped out of lift and your landing choices are:
i)
Trees
ii) Rocks
iii) Surf
iv) Water
v) Tailwind towards the shore.
List priorities and explain factors that would influenoe
your decision.
TIlEORY - GENERAL FLYING
10. What is wind gradient?
11 . Under what situations would you use:
i)
Minimum sink speed.
ii) Best glide speed.
iii) Maximum speed.
12. What conditions and what checks would you make
before attempting a 360 degree tum?

NOTES

1. Students· from day 1· should always have a copy of this rating
and should present this to any school prior to commencing a
Recreational Licence.

13. Describe a simple technique to confirm your glide
clearanoe over obstacles?
14. What are the problems associated with flying in:
i) Rain
ii) Snow
15. What problems could be experienced whilst taking off
&; landing in the snow?
16. What are the problems associated with wake
turbulenoe?
17. What are the problems associated with flying amongst
hang gliders?
18. What causes a paraglider to deteriorate and how can
this be minimised?
19. How could you examine a paraglider's condition?
20 . . Where could you have your paraglider repaired?
21 . Whai are the steps to untangle a paraglider and how
would you check it?

22. How would you land in very strong winds and how
co~ld you prevent being dragged back?
23. How do you prevent yourself from being blown
behind a ridge, what would you do if it happened?
24. What do you consider when choosing a landing site
from the air?
25. What is the acoepted landing approach for a
paraglider into:
i)
A small field.
ii) An unobstructed landing area.
26. What should you do if you are injured on landing?
27. What is an altimeter and a variometer?
THEORY - METEOROLOGY
28. Describe airflow over the following terrain with
reference to:
a) Lift
b) Sink c) Turbulenoe d) Crosswind :
i)
Round top ridge.
ii) Sheer cliff face.
iii) Long broken ridge. iv) Flat topped plateau.
v) Razor backed ridge.
29. Describe at least 3 environmental indicators you can
use to indicate wind strength and direction from on
the ground and whilst flying:
i)
Inland
ii) Coastal.
30. Under what circumstances could your take off and
landing wind conditions differ?
31. What meteorological factors would you consider
before deciding to fly and flying?
32. What are the dangers of flying near cloud?
33. How could you notice changes in wind direction and
strength whilst flying?
34. What is turbulence, list some causes.
35. Explain why terrain induced turbulence increases
with increased wind velocities.
36. What is a safe speed to fly in turbulenoe? Why?
37. Explain the following:
i) Katabatic wind ii) Anabatic wind
iii) Valley winds iv) Convergence v) Wind shear
vi) Lapse rate
vii) Thermal lift viii) Wave lift
ix) Frontal lift
x) Ridge lift
xi) Squall
xii) Sea breeze.
xiii) Inversion.
THEORY - RULES AND REGULA nONS
38. What instrument must you use above 3007
39. What is the HGFA accident reporting procedure?
40. Give the Rules of the Air.
41. What do the following abbreviations mean?
VMC, AMSL, WAC,CAO, VEC, VTC, QNH,
NOTAM, OCT A, CTA, CTR.
42. What are VMC?:
i)
Below 5,000' AMSL. ii) Above 5,000' AMSL.
43. What are the height restrictions for operating a
paraglider?
i)
OCTA.
ii) CTA. iii) Over built up areas.
44. What is CAD 95.8?
45. From a VEC, answer the following:
i) How can you differentiate controlled airspace
from uncontrolled airspaoe?
ii) What does a grey area "LL FL 160" indicate?
iii) What does "CTR 0-3000" indicate?
iv) What would you need to do if you wished to fly
from a site inside the area marked on the VEC
with a red boundary "R592B 0-10000"7

HANG GLIDING FEDERATION of AUSTRALIA

Site: SPION KOP (Fairhaven)
Map ref:
Yind direction: South I Launch altitude:
150 ft asl
Site type:
Coastal cliff and hillsl Minimum rating:

R 508 / 161 Gloucester St Sydney 2000. Tel (02) 251 2704

F3
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ADVANCED LICENCE -

Novice

Spion Kop is the West Coast's nearest thing to a good south wind site.
Its only disadvantage is that in light winds the flyable face is short comparable ttl Tallows at Byron Bay. However, given sufficient breeze it
is possible to cross a large gap and fly to a larger hill to the west; or
to fly the low 20' primary dunes at the base towards the Aireys Inlet·
Lighthouse.
Hazards include a very small beach at high tide and considerable turbulence near the pri~iY dunes.

Aims

a) To ensure that a pilot is able to cope with any currently flown site in safe conditions
and has a standard of airmanship well above a Recreational Pilot.
b) To ensure that the pilot has increased their knowledge of air law, navigation and
meteorological skills sufficiently to enable him/her to fly Significant XC flights safely.

PILOTS NAME.

HGFA No.

ADDRESS
INSfRUCTOR DECLARATION:

I, (instructor's name) _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

HEREBY CERTIFY that the above pilot has completed all the requirements of this rating and has
consistently demonstrated a safe and responSible attitude :o paragliding and other airspace users.

Power lines ure also a hazard. There are high voltage power lines directly behind launch and along the highway on either side of the main
flying face.

SIGNED

If landing at Mogg's Creek, beware of power lines above the bridge on
your landing approach.

1.

Search for the stall point and demonstrate a:
i) Parachutal stall.
ii) Dynamic stall.

NOTE:
i.

Because

o~

erosion, no launches are allowed from the lower dunes.

2.
A max i murr. of four g 1i ders are a II owed on the beach a~ Mogg' s c: reek
at anyone time. If you must land anyway, then use a different section of
beach. Also, the car park is not to be used as a de-rigging area. These
are Shire Coun:: ' l requests, and if they are not respected we may lose
this valuabl e s teo

PARAGLIDING

DATE

TASKS

2.

Search for the tuck point and demonstrate a tuck.

3.

Demonstrate a difficult tak~ff.

5.

Demonstrate to precision landings within a 10 metre radius.

6.

Demonstrate 10 top landings including 5 different sites.

7.

Demonstrate 45 degree slope landings.

8.

Hold a Recreational Licence for a minimum of 12 months.

9.

to logged flights with height gains in excess of 500' above
take off altitude.

to. 30 logged flights with 1500' height difference between take
off and landing.

NEAREST HOSDrTAL:Geelong

11. 300 logged flights.
12. 20 logged flights, each with a minimum of 10 mins duration.
13. Soaring flights from more than 5 sites, each with a
minimum duration of 15 minutes.
14. A minimum of 50 logged hours.
15. Pilot completes a Cross Country flight as follows:
a) Submits flight plan for XC with regard to airspace, air law,
FSU contact, maps, terrain, accessibility, feasibility, safety,
duration, weather conditions and possible development.
b) Pilot plans and completes such a flight involving the use of
at least 3 therrnall glide sequences.
c) Pilot carries, utilises and maintains the equipment necessary
for regular XC flights, including appropriate FSU contact,
charts and maps and has well thought out emergency
procedures.

Adv Licence PG/1<

office use

HGFANo.

Date

Instructor.

HGFANo.

THEORY - AERODYNAMICS
16. A large high pressure system is centred over NSW /
Vic border. The isobars show a fairly unifonn shape
except a dip toward the south along a line from
central west Qld to central NSW. What does this dip
indicate and what are the likely developments the
next day along the eastern seaboard, the great
divide, the central west of NSW and Qld, N. Vic and
other places west of the dip?

1. Define the following tenns:
i) Aspect Ratio.
ii) Wing loading.
iii) Parasite drag.
iv) Induced drag.
v) Dynamic stall.
vi) Parachutal stall.
vii) Tuck.
viii) Flat spin.
ix) Pendular stability. x) Indicated airspeed.
xi) True airspeed .

17. What is the nature of thermal lift early in the day in
average Australian conditions?

2. Draw a diagram showing the equilibrium of forces on
a paraglider in:
i) Straight and level flight.
ii) Turning flight.

18. What air causes the most severe mechanical
turbulence: Stable or unstable?

3. What is the function of cross-port venting?

19. Rate the following in order of stability:
i) Dry/cold airmass.
ii) Warm/dry airmass.
ii) Warm/moist ainnass.
iv) Cold/moist airmass.

4. Draw the airflow over an open leading edge.
5. Discuss open and closed leading edge design.
6. What effect has weight .hift <:ontrol on roll and pitch
making reference to:
i) Harness.
ii) Riser Systems.

20. Whal is trigger temperature?

21 . Define the terms "dry'adiabatic lapse rate" (OALR)
and "saturated adiabatic lapse rate" (SALR).

7. How would rain on the canopy affect handling and
performance?

22. On a mean sea level synoptic chart of Australia
showing typical synoptic situations for given
seasons, identify:
i) High and low pressure systems.
ii) Warm and cold fronts.
iii) [sobars.
iv) A tropical revolving storm.
v) A trough.
vi) Wind direction around highs and lows.
Match each of these features with a deSCription of
the associated general weather characteristics.

THEORY - FUGHT RULES AND PROCEDURES
8. From a VEC, answer the following:
i) How can you differentiate controlled airspace from
uncontrolled airspace?
ii) What does a grey area "LL FL 160" indicate?
iii) What does "CTR 0-3000" indicate?
iv) What would you need to do if you wished to fly
from a site inside the area marked on the VEC with
a red boundary ''R592B 0-10000"?
9. You are flying at 5000' at the top of an inversion and
hear the drone of engines but can't spot the plane.
What do you do to increase the chances of seeing and
being seen?

11. What is the difference between over-development and
ov~r<louding and how might they affect soaring
strategies?

25. Using the WAC and VEC supplied, describe a
feasible VFR XC flight from the T /0 and landing
nominated by the SO. Reference shQuld be made to
depth of convection, wind direction and strength,
emergency and retrieval/outlandings, lift sources,
grid references of T /0, landing, straight line
distance flown to the nearest tenth of a kilometre,
compass bearings to follow and ground related
features.

12. Recognise frOm a series of photos supplied the various
cloud types and describe the flying conditions and
dangers, if any, associated with each type and the
levels at which they may be found.
13. What problems are associated with wave lift conditions and how do you recognise it?

THEORY-EMERGENCY

14. What is a dust devil (willy willy) and what causes it to
fonn. Why are they more likely to ·form in dry conditions? At what height should you enter one, if at all?

26. How would you increase your chances of being
found if you landed in tiger country or were injured
outlanding?

15. Under total cloud cover what cloud formations and
types may poSSibly provide convective lift?

.

27. What are hypoxia and hypothermia and how would
you recognise the symptoms?

Examiner Sign.

HGFA No.

I I
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The launch is difficult to fmd - a guide is recommended for your first trip to dJe
top. The set-up area is a clearing used as a helicopter drop area for fIre-fIghting
teams. The launch itself is an earth ramp. but has trees to either side and in front
Amistake on launch is likely to result in an impromtu tree landing,
Once airborn it is best to stay on dJe ridges to improve your chances of locating
dJermals. Since the launch is at dJe Mt. Beauty end of dJe Kiewa Wall. you can
follow dJe ridg"~ for about 40kms to dJe NNE. This is especially convenient for
out-and-return flights. Flying in the odJer direction is limited as dJe valley ends at
Mt. Beauty after about 5kms.
Landing areas are plentiful in dJe Kiewa Valley at the base of launch. It is best to
check widJ dJe locals as some areas are likely to be out-of-bounds and it is
essential dJat local landowners are not antagonised.
Q
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Only an Examiner or an Instructor 'c an sign off theory.
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24. Mark a position whose latitude and longitude are
given on a:
ii)WAC.
i) Topographical map.

Mao ref:
L7
3200 ft agl: 4200 ft asl '
Launch altitude:
Minimum rating: Strict Nov. + Alp.

Mt. Emu is a large mountain ridge overlooking Tawonl;a in dIe Kiewa Valley, The
launch faces SW. and is 3200' above dJe valley floor.

-=-

THEORY - NA VIGA nON

THEORY-MrnTEOROLOGY

I

MT. EMU

23. From the temperature trace and meteorolOgical
conditions supplied, forecast the thermal
developments for the day.

10. What is the possible significance of alto<umulus
clouds early in the day?

Score

Site:

Wind direction: SW
Mountain
Site
e:
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MID NORTH COAST GLIDERS
R.M.B. Hannam Vale Road, Lorne 2439
Phone (065) 56 9692
HANG GLID I NG LESSONS AND EQUIPMENT

Winter Is Here
But don't despair. Just 4 hours north of Sydney, we have available the best winter
soaring sites in Australia, suitable for the Student Certificate pilot to Advanced.
So if you're in need of airtime or instruction "Glve Us A Call Today"

"pick a Glider, Any Glider"
Yes we have in stock a full range of gliders from Moyes, Enterprise and now, AirBorne
Windsports for a complete test fly.

* XS 155,142
* Mission 150, 170

* 152 Combat
* The AirBorne Sting
* Aero 170 incredible 8 minut~ set up

Make the choice "yourself" as to which glider suits your type of flying

Also a selection of second-hand gliders:
* Mission 170's from $1700 - 2300 ono
* Mars & Gyros $800 - 1000 ono

* Aero Standard $2300 ono
* GTR 162 $1500 ono

Odds and Ends
* Hand fairings with map holders $42.00
* Parachutes 2 types $495 - $595
* Mast Air varios $630.00
* Flying Suits - Multiple Colours
* Sjostrom liThe Aussie Vario" $740
$185 - $230
* Harnesses - pods, Pod Lite & Go Fast Harness $495 - 750

So don't heSitate, call us
equipment or any a

Sa-fa
for a deal on any of the
I lonal info you need

Ask for Lee Scott on 065 - 56 9692
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THE STING ....Designed and manufactured by Airborne Windsports is the latest
and most advanced recreational hang
glider on the market today.
The concept behind the development of
the Sting was quite simple. It had to be
quick to set up, fun to fly, and look good.
With the experience of the Airborne team
in glider development coupled with
Australia's finest sail makers Kev Mitchel
and AI Daniels, the STING evolved.
The Sting is an all rounder, designed for
the pilot who enjoys a combination of
coastal and inland flying. Take-offs and
landings are no problem because of the
gliders excellent static balance. Scratching is made easy because of its extremely
light handling. The sink rate is up there
with the best and in fact because of the
small turning circle of the Sting it is possible to stay on top of the stack at times.
The fittings available on the Sting are one of the gliders fmest
features. The nose wires and pullback tensioner use a quick clip,
an excellent idea that does away with the old bolt, nut and pin or
pip pin still used on all other Australian gliders. The base bar
connects with a pip pin that has a bearing dirt cover. The king
post is faired, and the airframe is finished in gold.
Optional extras include rubber backed faired uprights, brilliant
for take offs, no more losing your grip at the critical time. They
also help in reducing injury in a bad landing situation. The top
and bottom upright fittings are designed so that the uprights can
be replaced without pulling off wires or undoing nuts and bolts,
you simply press the locking button and slip the upright off
leaving the fittings and wires in place.

,
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The STING will be a real winner as it has the basic elements for
recreational hang gliding. Quick set up, excellent sink rate, a very
respectable glide and the hottest fittings around.
Available from Airborne Windsports, 12/30 Kalaroo rd, Redhead, NSW 2290.
~......
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HGFA Policy Statement re Non-Accredited Coaches
In an effort to bring instructors into the
system and ensure safe standards of
operation I have suggested the following
procedures concerning non-accredited
instructors. (Please note the procedures
concerning advertising in Skysailor)
1. No ads for instruction or schools will be
published for people claiming to be instructors (ie not on the most recent instructor list as supplied ... could consult
me for verification).

2. A note should accompany the returned
ad stating that ads from non-accredited
instructors will not be accepted.

3. Articles about training with non-accredited instructors will be returned with
a note pointing out the HGFA policy.
4. Instructors issuing STM's to students
while not accredited will not receive the
$2 commission ... this should be effective
as of 1.5.90.
5. Ratings issued by non-accredited instructors will be returned to the pilots
concerned with appropriate note on who
to see locally to effect their rating.
6. When it becomes obvious to HGFA
that a non-accredited instructor is continuing to operate then HGFA should

respond with appropriate disciplinary action including revoking of all other appointments, non-entry in State or
National Comps and removal from National Ladder; or other actions as may
seem appropriate from time to time.
7. Provisional re-appointment ONLY
after fulfillment of all requirements and
where the appropriate State Association
has requested re-accreditation and where
their performance and standards of
operation will be under constant review
for the next 12 months.
National Coaching Director
Ian Jarman

Logo Design Competition - win $500 cash!!
ASAC - Australian Sport Aviation Confederation Inc - was formed in late 1989
as the national confederation of sport and
recreational aviation organisations. On 1
January 19990 it became the Australian
representative of the Federation
Aeronautique Internationale (FAI), the
world governing body for aeronauticaVastronautical records and the aviation
sports.
ASAC requires a logo and is offering a
prize of $500 cash to the winning entry in
this logo design competition.
Design Requirements
The logo will be used on ASAC letterhead, cloth and metal badges, flags, plaques, etc.
H should emphasise
ASAC's role as the
national body for
sport and recreational aviation with less
emphasis on the FAI.
The design is to be a
maximum of three
colours, preferably
less, and must be
suitable for black and
white reproduction.
The word "Incorporated" is not required in the design.
The design must not
be limited by the
present ASAC membership.
The shape of the
design is not limited
but should not cause
unnecessary expense
in reproduction.

Contest Rules
1. All entries must be on A4 card, in
colour, minimum dimension of the design
to be 100mm.
2. The back of the card shall be endorsed
as follows:
Entrant's full name, postal address and
telephone number
Signature of entrant and date submitted.
3. There is no limit on who may enter the
contest.
4. ASAC reserves the right to not select a
winning entry.5. All entries become the
property of ASAC.
6. The winning entry becomes the exclusive right of ASAC.
7. ASAC may accept a design subject to

change. In this case the entrant will be
declared the competition winner.
8. Entries must reach the ASAC office by
close of business on Friday 31 August
1990.

9. Judging will take place at the ASAC
meeting in Melbourne on 26 September
1990.

10. Entries should be posted to PO Box
144, Curtin ACT 2605 or delivered to
APF House, 37 Geils Court, Deakin,
ACT.
All enquiries should be directed to Harvey R Ritchie, ASAC Executive Director,
phone (06) 2816830 or 2815358, fax (06)
2852727

Don't forget to Hook-inll by Joshua Green
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"The Learning Experience"
by Nick King
I wrote this article to assist non flyers
and those who started learning, but found
it all to daunting, to STICK WITH IT.
Hang gliding is pretty special, and for
those who always dreamed of the gift of
flight, the rewards are bountiful.
I started to learn hang gliding in May
1989 after a lifetime of longing to fly like
the birds. Years ago I learnt to fly
aeroplanes, and I have an unrestricted
PPL with a scant 100 or so hours. Prior to
that I (unsuccessfully) sought a career in
aviation.
I currently work in the insurance industry as a technical advisor for commercial and industrial risks. My trade
background is in building design and
property valuation. I'm thirty six years
old, and I live in the south western Sydney
Sularb of Chipping Norton, with my wife
Wilma, and three young daughters Melinda, Gabrielle and Stephanie.
My summer was spent at Laurieton,
NSW enjoying Lee Scott's Summer-FIyIn. Thanks to the airtime gained there,
and Lee's "go for it!!" attitude, I now have
a Novice Rating and heaps more confidence. The FIy-In was just what I and a
lot of other "late student/early Novice"
pilots needed.
My thanks then to Lee Scott, for
rounding out my education, and to my
family for being a great crew. Special
thanks to Chris Boyce, for letting me write
about himself and Aerial Technics.

GO FOR IT!

Pilot & author, Nick King with Mission 170
I've just spent a rather special afternoon flying my first prone solo at Stanwell
Park, and as my part in providing material
for Skysailor, as well as of possible interest to those who are considering taking up
Hang Gliding, I thOUght I'd tell you all
about it.
The story really starts after I learnt to
fly aeroplanes. This momentous achievement' was, I thought, the true culmination
of a lifelong ambition to fly. The trouble
with aeroplanes is, they tend to cost
money. Somehow, there had to be a way
whereby the natural beauty of flight could
be achieved without major cash flows and
without the attendant hassles of flight
plans, air traffic controllers, radio procedures, GAAP procedures and other little

Nick's junior crewl Stephanie, Gabrielle & Melinda

irritants that got in the way of enjoying
oneself in the air.
One afternoon I took my three young
children to visit relatives in Newcastle and
by chance ended up at Merwether Beach.
It was a cool, sunny afternoon, a steady
south easterly was blowing, and the sky
along that coastal ridge seemed full of
hang gliders. I had a new video camera
with me, and the footage I took that day
still serves as some sort of inspiration. It
was shortly after that event that I began
looking seriously again at hang gliding.
Exactly how I went about getting information I can't recall. I eventually chose
Aerial Technics, mainly because it
operated from Stanwell Park (close to
'home) and their ad in Yellow Pages was
biggest! So, not knowing quite what to
expect, I rang Chris Boyce and arranged
to meet at Kurnell sand dunes for Lesson
one.

Learning
I was surprised to see a group of about
16 people willing to learn, and Chris had
three other instructors on hand; each instructor was assigned one Mars 170 and
four people. Some of the students were
having their second lesson and these were
put into a special group that Chris took.
We were officially welcomed to the sport
of hang gliding and introduced to our
instructors.
Now, an entire article could be written
on the things learnt in lesson one, so to
avoid too much boredom I'll summarize
my feelings and experiences - some of yot
may be able to relate to it all; others ma~
well gain insights on what to expect.
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Setting up the glider came first. I had
always looked at them as an odd collection of tubes, fabric and wire that was
marvelously transformed in to an elegant
and exciting flying device by someone
with ... THE KNOWLEDGE... Needless
to say, 'hands-on' experience dissipated
this mystique gradually, and at the end of
the day I was impressed with the logical
simplicity of the things. Our instructor
Bob, then talked about aerodynamics and
the concepts of lift and airspeed.
Then, we carried the kite to our appointed sandhill, and drew straws as to
who would go first. We learned the intricacies of getting into the harness and
feeling for the first time what its like to be
strapped into a real live hang glider, ready
to go. But wait! Let's not rush! WE learn
to control it first without actually flying.
You stand at the top of a low dune and
feel the wind lifting and shifting the wing
above you, and the instructor stands in
front saying things like "Shift your feet don't just sway around" and pretty soon it
begins to sink in that we're shifting our
weight relative to the glider (which wants
to bob around above us with a mind of its
own) and after a while we can actually
settle it down. Then we're told the takeoff technique - slightly crouched, arms
around the uprights ... begin the run ...
swivel the hands as the airspeed lifts the
kite ... that magic feeling as your feet become light on the ground ... and with the
instructor holding one side wire, and the
next student to fly holding the other side
wire - you fly (and they both run) gently
down the slope ... to the flare - which has
been drummed into your head already by
is still a bit of an adventure - and plop!
you're back on your feet with an exhausted student on one side, an instructor
saying "not too bad, but when landing
slide your hands UP THE UPRIGHTS
and PUSH" and all manner of things that
seem perfectly superfluous.
We sit and watch the others go, noting
mainly that many are not really shifting
their weight but twisting in the harness something my trusty video reveals we are
all guilty of. Twisting has the effect of
making the glider go where you don't
want it to; you naturally turn your head to
look in the desired direction of flight, but
this means that the major mass of your
body - from the middle of your back down
- swings toward the low side, thus making
it worse. Meanwhile, on your next try, Bob
(who must be a part time marathon runner) has grabbed the harness and physically pulls you to the high side .. and wow! !
we're in control. The cure is to relax, and
be conscious of the fact that your body
must be moved - not the glider.
For the second lesson, it was more of
the same, but I was in Chris's group. I
immediately appreciated his depth of

knowledge of the sport. Chris has also
The next few high glides were unstudied the art of motivation, and very eventful except for their exhilaration, and
patiently will explain an abstract concept on one particularly gusty day I passed
that has more to do with the learning through several lift bands, enjoying the
process generally than specifIcally with challenge immensely, keeping the glider
hang gliding. These little lectures often controlled and finding the brisk wind and
came after a bad landing and did wonders new found responsiveness of the Mars an
for a rapidly deflating ego. About this absolute joy.
time I became aware that many people
At night I found myself dreaming of
regard hang gliding as something to try beaches and sandhills and began taking
once, and then go off looking for another an extreme interest in the T.V. wether
thrill. I became friends with a number of forecasts. My wife accepted all of this as
others from that first day and we all most wives probably do ("he'll get sick of
agreed to stick with it, as it was my (our) it", or, " so long as his life insurance is paid
ultimate goal to soar off Stanwell. By stay- up") but my three daughters were all
ing in a group we could keep the dream rather proud of me - one of them even
alive.
telling of my exploits as a class news item
By Lesson three we are ready for high at school. The teacher wrote at the botglides. This involved the use of a higher tom of her essay "Wow, is he Bl:a.m!" to
hill and a small two-way radio clipped into which my dear child added seriously
the "A" frame. By this time we were "YES". They all refuse to watch any more
reasonably competent at launches and hang gliding videos, however.
By this stage we were deemed ready to
landings, and now needed experience to
put it all together in a coherent procedure try long glides. Chris suggested we go to
the dunes and try tow launches. I had read
of launch, fly and land - by yourself!
My first launch went beautifully and in that many pilots had been hurt in towing
a relaxed and confIdent style kept back mishaps, but having developed a fair
pressure on the bar (as per a Cessna or respect for Chris, I figured it must be safe
Cherokee during take-off) and found - or at least safer than it used to be, which
myself zooming downwards at rather an in fact, it is.
alarming rate. I went through a mild lift
The latest hand towing bridle attaches
band, but this translated not into height not only to the kite, but also to the pilot's
but even more airspeed. Meanwhile, harness, and with a clever pulley system
Chris is still (in an ,-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,
exemplary display
Need Some Airtime?
of self control, I
Had Enough of the Cold Weather?
thought) urging me
to "ease the bar out,
come on ... EASE How about a holiday - bring your Harness!
THEBAR ... OUT
..." and it dawned on
Airplay School of
me that I'd better
push, not pull ... and
Hangliding
I thus zoomed upCairns (070) 537768
wards - ah! but not
to a stall- I'd never
quite forgotten
stalls - the well Here in Cairns we have excellent flying all through the winter
planned landing months. Novice to Advanced sites. We can offer you glider
however ended up rental
with me burying the Instruction from Student CertifIcate, Ridge Soaring, Thermal
nose of the glider Practice and Techniques, Rating CertifIcation
next to an outcrop
Dealer for: Moyes, Enterprise Wings and AirBorne
of sandgrass.
Windsports
Chris'
customary encouraging So get yourselves north to the sunshine and tropical flying!
comments were
somewhat subdued! Phone Warwick Gill (070) 537768 - H.G.F.A. Instructor
I was then worried Utinter Specials for July
that it might take XS 155 all the extras, 40 hrs
$3650 a bargain
years to learn con- Foil 170 Kevlar Race 10 rnths old
$2950 exc cond
trol reversal in XS 155 Owner Moving O/S
$3600 great colours
$2000 good cond
order to comfortab- GTR 162 Race blue & white
ly fly hang gliders - a Will trade Missions, Aeros or Visions on any new or used glider
fear that rapidly oh, also Altairs
evaporated, I hasten New from AirBorne "The Sting" - have a test fly $2850
to add.
Danny Scott's new harness, excellent workmanship $750,
will trade pods
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The Learl!~!!i=:0k;Z~;:;::f::&nt
tends to be self correcting if the launch
goes a little awry. For this particular
operation, i.e. instructio.n, the rop.e
remains attached at all ttmes, and lS
pulled at slightly faster then walking pace
by two students. The instructor has a
second rope attached to the noseplate of
the kite, ready to provide a positive pitchdown if required (which it wasn't).
I think I learnt more in one day than I
had in the previous three, due to the long
duration on the flights, and the quick
turnaround between students. The flights
were conducted away from the dunes on
flat sand, and were limited only by the
intrepid rope pullers coming to the edge
of a small shallow lagoon. Towing allowed
us to easily reach thirty feet in height and
to gently drift left to right, som~times over
the little lagoons, and to begm to really
appreciate planning landings with a litt~e
bit of height (time) up your sleeve. All m
all, a very pleasant day, enhanced so~e
what when the instructor from a neIghboring school actually soared in ridge lift
being generated by a long low dune behind us. We stood, needing no further
encouragement, and talked about our
next day's flying.
Some time later, after various weather
patterns had dampened our spirits, Chris
said we'd try long glides at a place known
as "the farm". It's a little south of Albion
Park and Chris discovered it by landing
there after a Stanwell Park launch several
years ago. We dro,:e for so~t!me,. and ~
think my first questton was ...1S this .. .1~
because after driving past miles of beauhful ridges, we arrived at a particularly
small hill.
After contacting the owner and taking
the time to exchange pleasantries we
drove to the top and carried the gear to a
set-up area. The small hill now took on

Mt

Tunbridge Tier (Mt Franklin), 3500ft Tasmania

It

different proportions. was in fact quite
high.
This day was quite the opp~site' ofth~
hand towing lesson. We had vrrtually nil
wind, and at the end of some thankfully
very rewarding glides we had to haul the
glider back up this towering monster of a
hill. We had learnt, that day, the art of nil
wind takeoffs, and for the first time I was
allowed to deliberately attempt slow
turns. This time, we must have reached 50'
agl, once again savouring every moment
of air time before preparing to touch terra
firma. But ... the climb up the hill! I cannot
think of any experience in recent history
that has left me so utterly worn out. I kept
thinking "I'm thirty five and obviously far
too old ... " Still, I had coped pretty well to
this stage and was in no way going to be
deterred now.
Shortly after, Chris had a discussion
group at his house with the seven or eight
of us who had managed to stay together.
We were shown colour
slides of Stanwell Park
Franklin, Tasmania, waiting for those
taken from Chris'
thermals!
glider, and we were
briefed on the vagaries
of flying off Stanwell.
He used a 'cardboard
cut out glider to move
back and forth over the
screen, and showed us
turning points and areas
of best lift according to
various wind directions.
We were shown the best
landing approaches in
different winds, and the
flight paths to use.
The dream was
finally becoming real.
Then, after long delays
because of the weather,
it was my turn to try a
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tandem with Chris at Stanwell. AS usual,
Chris briefed me on using the prone harness (we had practiced before in a dunlmy
rig), on where to hold and what to do
during take off and launch. And then ...
wowee ... 're of we're off!!. ..
Stanwell
... Nothing quite prepares you for the size
of the drop below you, but in the very
same instant you realize that you're going
out not down, and futhermore, you'r~ actually climbing, a sensation perceived
more by feel than by any visual cues ... and
you gradually recognize ~tanw~ll as you
saw it in the photos ... Chns begms a slow
turn to the right and the panorama unfolds ... any fear of height or of falling ~as
been left behind ... you are however mtimately aware that your life is dependent
npon a strap emanating from the mi~dle
of your back ... you look along the wmgs
and then at the base bar; below these
simple structures is ... Stanwell. Chris
moves back along the ridge to the north,
and cliffs become visible that you had no
idea existed. They look quite vertical, and
this bizarre feeling manifests itself .. .
"Don't go near the edge of these babies .. .
wow ... they're ~ ... but hey ... we're
already over the edge ... and it doesn't
matter!! No sir - not a problem - fly over
the buggers and check the view. The
easterly on-shore breeze is wafting fme
salt spray up the ridge and I can still ~ee
clearly a picture of dark ~d somber ~~s
with fine and delicate nust gently nsmg
towards us, and way below is the crashing,
boiling ocean and ... we've got it beaten.
We're in control here - and we can do ...
anything!
to be continued next issue ...

Ed's Note: Photos on this page not relatea
to article.

Three Up In a Paraglider
by Nikki Webb
Its a bit annoying sometimes having a dynamic husband with
superb flying skills and the mind to be the driving force behind
paragliding in Australia. To be upstaged at times is disheartening ... to be upstaged all the time is downright annoying. I had
to get him back.
Brian and I arrived back in Australia last August and together
(although most of the masterminding was done by Him) we set
up Alpine Paraglidng near Buffalo in Victoria. Through lots of
sucking up to TV stations, we managed to get onto various
programs - or Brian did, with me occasionally shown far off in
the distance. Any magazine articles have amazing pictures of
Brian flying around - and me, a speck on the ground.
Not that I do much flying - I love paragliding, but fly in my own
stable conditions - I am not a competitive flyer by any means and
enjoy the sport by gliding gently around having a good look at
the scenery.
Finally, however, I have got one up on Brian. I am the first
person who has flown three up on a paraglider, with me the pilot
and my passengers giving plenty of indication of their exhilaration at being in the air, albeit by hefty kicks to the stomach. The
passengers, known fondly as Spider Webb and Funnel Webb are,
of course, the twins we are expecting in September!
Disgustingly enough, Brian has now been renamed "Supersperm". Excuse me, but didn't I also have something to do with
it?

Nikki Webb (and passengersl)

Launching Murmungee, Nationals, day 2 ph. by
Geoff Dossetor

Rick Duncan waiting to launch, Murmungee,
Nationals day 2
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provides us with flight distances in excess
of 200 km. We're gonna need one.

HGAWA
Howdy Sandgropers
The previous 4 weeks or so have
produced very little flying to get excited
about. In fact, good flights have been
about as rare as a moment of fun at an
Abba concert. There is some good news
for the following members however. Bob
Dalley, Ross Smith, Steve Endres and
Graham Openshaw are all due a partial
refund of their competition entry fee from
the last, partly abandoned com. Those
pilots should contact the treasurer (me)
for the cabbage.
June's meeting had an enormous crowd
turn up, but if you leave out the half dozen
or so people playing table tennis there
wasn't many left. My point? You can't
exchange knowledge, stories or information if you don't turn up to our meetings.
If the meetings are a pain in the rear end,
tum up to one more just to tell us why and
we'll fix them up.
We seem to have opened a tin of worms
with parapente-ers using Bakewell. Hang
gliders are not exempt from this either.
But if you must damage take off by pulling
out bushes etc, and you must land in a
paddock full of highly strung race horses
that commit hari kari on the nearest fence
while the owner is waving his pump action
12 gauge shot gun about, the least you
could do is fmd us another site that is
around 100 km from Perth, gives us 3
takeoff directions all above 1000 fee and

wwn-?! .. --.
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Enough of the negative waves. It is good
to see the representative from the University Hang Gliding Club at our meetings.
Thanks guys for your input. Radio licenses are picking up. AlI you need to do is
pay the club $16 and we do the rest. Easy
isn't it?! So far we have 7; 18 more and
we get a discount. At the last meeting we
briefly discussed some of the issues that
W.A. want to put forward at the annual
conferenCe, ie 2 conferences per year,
towing standards for instruction and to
stop the ridiculous push to cut Skysailor
down to 6 issues per month. If the editor
didn't have to waste time printing that sort
of rubbish there would be room for more
interesting articles. Those are the words
of the meeting, not just me.
So put your thinking helmets on and come
up with some really innovative ideas that
will make hang gliding the sport it deserves to be. Finally, the old Dunny Seat
Award, feared by all who earn it for a feat
worthy of chuckles at the meeting. This
month it goes to Dr. John's mate AlIa who
fancies Blackboys so I'm told. So much so
that he tries landing in, on, over or
around.
Hang in there
Keith Lush
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NEW SOUTH WALES
Northern Beaches
Hi folks! The June meeting has
just exploded onto the scene :.
what can I say? It was bigger than
Ben Hur, an event Cecil B De
Mille would've been proud of.
So why did 60 pilots crowd into
the Dee Why RSL on a Tuesday
night? Was it the booze? The
good company? Or perhaps the
thought of an evening with me (I
wish) NO! It was the presentation
of our nostalgia evening and the
guest appearance of the birdman
himself - Bill Moyes.
Pilots came from as far afield as
Newcastle, the Central Coast and
Stanwell Park. On the floor, was
assembled 2 Rogallos (including
an original timber/plastic Dickenson wing owned by Bill Moyes)
and an XS to allow comparisons
to be drawn. Bill captivated the
crowd with his memories and ac-
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complishments and question time had to
be eventually stopped to allow the rest of
the meeting to proceed before midnight!
Accompanying Bill, we met Rod
Leighton and his wife. Rod was also one
of the original "kiters" and amused us all
with a rendition of his antics in flat kites.
The Dickenson Rogallo Bill brought
along was actually built by John Dickenson for Rod. Heart felt thanks to Bill and
Rod for giving your time to enrich the rest
of us. Rounding off the nostalgia was
some great video footage featuring
Rogallos doing some pretty amazing
things.
The night led to an increased contact with
the guest members of other clubs and the
addition of 9 new members to our own
fraternity - all paid up in advance (one
may argue that extracting cash from pilots
is one of the most difficult accomplishments to be enjoyed - it was obvious that
people realised our club really is where it
is happening and the princely sum of $10
p.a. is more than worth it).
On the general business front, it was
decided to elect a competition committee
to allow a ladder system of ratings to
evolve within the club - so congrats to
Brett Wright, Paul Bowers, Brian Atchinson, Suzy Gneist, Peter Cairns, Rolf
Mueller, John Trade and Dave Phillips.
Details of comps will be published as soon
as they are to hand. Anyone interested
can contact me or Brett Wright on

9741158.
An important component of the meeting
was a discussion concerning the recent
argument of cutting back Skysailor to a
bi-monthly issue. It was voted UNANIMOl rSLY (bear in mind ~ 60 pilots
were present) that not only is Marie doing
a fantastic job (there's your plug dear) but
Skysailor is a vital medium to the sport
and should be retained as a monthly publication. So NSWHGA, HGFA and
anyone else interested, please take note
of our wishes!
A sign of the times and impending winter
was obvious when, thankfully, very few
accident reports were delivered. Let's
hope it stays that way when the flying
picks up again!
Unfortunately, we are still getting some
inexperienced pilots showing up on our
more northern sites. Watching others
handling the launches looks easy - but
they're not. In order to save us losing
these sites (as some of them are un-

popular with local residents) we will have
to start getting heavy with pilots who may
not quite be able to handle things too well,
wanting to fly there. This would be to
everyone's benefit, including the pilot
personally, in saving him/her from sheer
cliffs, power lines, houses and treetops.
We don't mean to sound like little Hiders
but given the other option - which would
you prefer? It should be noted that whilst
I personally agree with this stand, I am
merely voicing the concern of all other
pilots who fly these areas, at their request.

So what about you other guys AN.U gals
out there? Want to see where its all at?
Get yourself down to the Dee Why RSL,
Pittwater Road, Dee Why at 7.30 pm on
the 1st Tuesday of each month and judge
for yourself!

Brett Wright

In the meantime ...
Keep high and fly safe
John Hajje
President

So ... speaking of our more northern sites,
who was the mystery man who thought his
Holden station wagon (bronze in colour)
was stolen from Mona Vale whilst he was
partaking of his favourite pastime - only
to be given a lift by a sympathetic club
president and who later found out that he
lladat driven his car to the site, but came
with someone else? My lips are sealed!
Aren't they Dave? Seriously tho' Dave
can be excused as he had just completed
a flight from Mona Vale through to the
northern headland of Bilgola where, after
pleasing the resident female population
with a splendid rendition of aerobatics
harmony, he landed. So it was obvious
that the car incident was the resultant
effect of hypoxia!

Bilgola Plateau,
Sydney
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NSW Hang Gliding Assoc
The May NSWHGA meeting was held on
25th May 1990 in Sydney at 7.30 pm with
Keith Maxwell (Treasurer), Peter Hanson (Secretary) and Chris Brandon
(President) present.

HGFA Notes of Interest
The following is a list of current HGFA
Paragliding Instructors:
Stuart Andrews Thredbo
Barry Dennis
Thredbo
Heinz Gloor
Thredbo
Ian Ladyman
Charlestown,
Newcastle
Forrest Park
Terrey Hills, Sydney
Brian Webb
Bright
Rick Wilson
Thebarton, Adelaide

Discussions began with correspondence
from the Stanwell Park Club with regard
to the relocation of power lines in the
landing area. A reply has been sent to the
Stanwell Club and we are awaiting
response to finalise the Club's request.
NSW Regionalisation
NSWHGA supports the concept of the
proposed regionalisation of NSW and
would like to hear any response from all
clubs in view of this proposal. This matter
will be discussed at the HGFA Conven-

Aerial Technics Hang Gliding Centre and Hang Gliding Hut
P.O. Box 180, Helensburgh, N.S.W. 2508. Ph: (042) 942545
The home of Hang Gliding have moved again! ,
Back to 42 Stan well A venue, Stan well Park.
As you can see, we have lots of goodies - so if if's a
safety pin or a crisp new wing, please give us a call.

AERO 150/170 Novice to advanced recreational
speedbar faired k/post ........................... $2850.00
AERO RACER The above with a few more trick bits ... $3035.00
FOIL 152 C
Performance and handling .................... $4400.00

G8i¥i! Jiliil~i$II
MISSION 170
XIS EASY
XIS 142
XIS 155

Novice to advanced - too easy! ............. $2997.00
Intermediate to advanced
no glass tips, simplistic and it goes! ...... $3221.00
Lightweight and control
plus the famous XIS glide . ..................... $4200.00
Leader in performance
now with kingpost hang . ........................ $4200.00

LITE DREAM 220 - Certified tandem glider ................... $ call

We accept Bankcard/Mastercard.
Telephone order service.
All prices include sales tax.

[ Mo~rd.l
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BALL vario/digital alt. from . ........................ $749.00
MAST AIR digital vario/ alt .......................... $630.00
BALL M20 compact wrist vario .................... $365.00
SKYWATCH solar digital ASI ..................... $150.00
HALL ASI with bracket / bag ....................... $ 45.00

G! Rllils.ill
X-ACT front entry with slider ....................... $900.00

THE D SCOTT front entry racer ................. $875.00
POD LITE compact and comfort ................. $499.00
POD the ever reliable ..................................... $499.00

Gl .I§.~III§ i;i1;1
Books-Skills ............... $16.00
Techniques ....... $13.00
Conditions ........ $13.00
The Right Stuff $1~ .00
Flying Suits ..............$230.00
great colours
Hand-fairings ............. $42.00
Hang Loops ............... $11.00

Helmets 10 sizes .............. $52.00
Steel carabiners ............... $29.00
Sunglasses ...................... 25% off
Bolle/Oakley
Spares - full range ............ $ call
T-shirts - s/sleeve ............. $25.00
Usleeve w/collar .............. $35.00
Video 'Leading Edge' ..... $45.00

~ii:; lllimltg$ ;;;1
HIGH ENERGY SPORTS - Made in U.S.A. ................... $495,00
METAMORFOSI - super light p/apex from Europe ....... $595.00
BRS BALLISTIC - rocket deployed - fast ........................ $ call
CHUTE REPACKING collection/delivery ...................... $ 30.00
Ask about our Student Pilot / Club Discount.
Postage not includ~d.
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tion, so if you have something to say,
either for or against, put pen to paper.
The regionalisation will need support
from al clubs to run successfully, so if you
are interested in controlling your region
from an administration level please let us
know.
NSW Club Contacts
The NSWHGA executive would appreciate all clubs to forward information
on the following:
• Club name (is the club incorporated or
not?)
• Contacts (2 committee people, addresses, etc)
• Meeting (Date, time, place)
• Number of members
State Title Proposal
IanJarman has put forward a proposal for
the 1990 State Titles which is to be confirmed shortly. Ian's proposal is to hold
the State Titles in the Tumut area, which
by all concepts seems to fit the bill. ~an
points out that he has done a lot of flymg
in this region and speaks highly of the
launch sites, ridge soaring, thermal cross
country flying, recovery of pilots, camping
and other facilities and the friendliness of
the locals. The photos speak for themselves!
Well that's about it for now, safe flying.
Chris Brandon
President

1. That the proposal for the 1991 Nationals to be held in the Ben NevislMt Buangor area be accepted.
2. That the HGFA does not regulate
Paragliding.
Motion 2 is very controversial and is a
result of problems experienced recently
at Flinders, where Paraglider pilots
repeatedly ignored site rules regarding
landing on top. It is obvious from this
incident that Paraglider pilots are not adhering to our rules even when instructed
by Safety Officers.
These motions will be discussed at the
VHGA AGM and can be withdrawn if a
vote of the members is against them.
Also, reading between the lines in M~y
Skysailor, it appears that the HGFA will
be proposing the introduction of a parttime National Coaching Director, at a
cost of $40,000 (approx $20/member).
We need to decide whether the VHGA
should support or oppose this expenditure, and look forward to discussing this
attheAGM.
Membership Fees: The latest edition of
SkysailQr included a renewal form, which
contained incorrect information regarding the membership fees of the VHGA.
The correct membership fee for the
VHGA is $10, making a total of $90 for
both the HGFA and the VHGA. Pilots
should only send $90 instead of the $100
indicated. If you have already renewed
then we will instruct the HGFA to send
you a refund of $10.
The VHGA committee believes that the
HGFA decided to increase our fees
without consulting us, and is deeply concerned that they would take this action.

VHGA Inc ANNUAL
GENERAL MEETING

G'day Victorians
Please note the following points: Brian
Webb is now the president of the
NEVHC and Steve Ruffels is secretary.
They have declared the following people
site representatives to help pilots/visiting
pilots etc out with regards to hang gliding
activities on the particular site.

Please contact these people if you need
help/advice at the site! At the recent
safety officers' meeting, the following
people were elected as safety officers:
Steve Stricek, Heather Mull, Mark Verhagen, John Adams, Rose Fletcher, John
Stokes, John Schilling, Burnie O'Reilly,
Tony Hughes, Bill Jeffery, Rohan
Holtkamp, Greg Smart, Geoff Dossiter,
Russell Dobson
For paragliding, safety officers elected
were:
Burnie O'Reilly, Scott Beresford, Heinz
Bonber, Simon Wills, Phil Brown.
Safety officers also voted on relaxing the
site rating of Mt Buffalo. Mt Buffalo is
now an intermediate rated site but it must
be stressed that an Alpine Endorsement
MllST be held and an intermediate pilot
MllST be under supervision of an advanced pilot.
More news hot off the press: Melbourne
paragliding pilots are forming a club - we
look forward to seeing and flying with
them in the future, hoping also that they'll
come along· to Southern meetings, first
Tuesday night of the month at the
Whitehorse Inn, Hawthorn.
A few other quick points for the month:
Don Burns is waiting on SEC approval re
shifting the powerline at Spion Kop.
Rohan Holtkamp is waiting on a CF & L
report re new launch in Ben Nevis area
and if you want to hear a real real real
funny story at the next Southern meeting,
bail up Mike Coburn and ask him about
his balloon drop!
Gottafly!
Dobbo

.Sky High Paragliding Club
On 16th June 1990, the Sky High Paragliding Club had its fist inaugural meeting.
The meeting was attended by about 30
paraglider pilots from around Victoria.
This was a terrific number of paraglider
pilots, as there are only about 63 licensed
pilots in Victoria at present!

Office bearers were elected and are
as follows:
President
Scott Beresford,
4806441 ah

Vice President Simon Wills
4320694ah

The VHGAAnnual General Meeting will
be held at 8.00 pm on Tuesday 7th August
1990, at the Whitehorse Inn, Burwood
Road, Hawthorn.

Mt Buffalo: Steve Stricek, Heather Mull,
Mark Verhagen

Secretary

Mt Emu/Tawonga Gap: John Adams

Treasurer

BE THERE

Bright Hill: Rose Fletcher, Steve Ruffels

Convention Motions: The VHGA Committee has decided to move the following
motions at the HGFA Convention:

MurmungeelMyrtleford Hill: Dave Harris, John Stokes, John Schilling

Club Safety
Officer
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Samantha Clarke
6184398 bh

Mark Davies
2330381 ah

Phil Brown
4192800 bh

HGFA Para-

gliding Rep

Robin Gould
3207482 bh

mediate pilots who attended all learnt a
lot from the weekend.

The club was formed initially as a
paragliding social club, but has
progressed further and will be a source of
all types of information about and for this
exciting new sport.

Next year we'll go to the trouble of organising BBQs at the lookout, unless the
Chalet can be convinced to put them on
and we'll also bring up the now famous
Bullshit Trophies.

The next meeting will be held at Mark
Davies house, 59 Capital Ave, Glen
Waverley on 26th July 1990 at 8pm. Any
paraglider pilots (licensed or unlicensed)
who didn't hear about the meeting on
Saturday we apologise, however you are
encouraged to attend the next meeting.
Interested hang glider pilots are most
welcome.

I hop you all got home safely and look
forward to seeing everyone again in September.

If you have any questions please direct
them to myself or any of the office bearers
listed above.

Samantha Clarke

QUEENSLAND
Capricorn Sky Riders

It was great to see the energy and enthusiasm devoted to saving that glider
from the big gum tree. Too bad the gum
tree won, maybe the accident report
could adjust the outcome to a happier
ending. One thing became very evident
and that is our sport desperately needs to
establish a standard set of procedures or
check list to be adopted and followed in
such emergency situations. Ultimately
this could easily save a life and at the very
least a lot of time and energy. It was also
good to see the special liquid thanks given
to the farmer who helped out with their
best Sunday afternoon chain saw, "onya
guys!".

Shane Newell

Sunshine Coast Hang Gliding

Our annual club trip to Eungella which is
held every Queen's Birthday was enormously more successful this year than
ever before. We were ecstatic to fmd over
30 pilots had turned up, coming from as
far away as Cairns, Townsville and Brisbane.
The flavour of the weekend was defmitely
SOCIAL with only 13 of the pilots opting
to be in the impromptu competitions.
Ethel was asked to suggest the task each
day, which usually made the rest of us
mere mortals laugh. Wazza didn't actually win everything and so there is no truth
to the rumour that Cairns has made him
a "gun". Nev, who left with the most prize
money, made pilots a third his age (and
weight) look like gooney birds, but was
very happy to share the details of his
money winning flights with all of us
anyway. A special thanks for the hints
and demonstration of the new payout
winch system. An eighteen hour round
trip was a lot of trouble to go to, not to
mention the risk of catching "rust" from
the Cairns club ute. It was also good to
see an old standard, (ex-Duffy) GTR beat
at least one of the brand new XSs present.
Our club was able to introduce two new
pilots, Hane and Herbie, to thermal flying
and in fact the many novice and inter-

With a weekend weather report that did
little to spark the hopes and aspirations of
any members of the club, we organised a
little troupe of fiendish flyers and made
our way to the beautiful Eungella Chalet
and its ramp at the invitation of N ev Akers
from the Cairns Club.
For the flyers that did not make the effort,
you missed out on one heck of a weekend.
Excellent flying, terrific company, the opportunity to meet new faces, share old
tales and tell new ones over good meals
and quiet background music.
Steve Johnson after negotiations (with gilt
of gab) managed to yet again come
through with a vehicle and free insurance.
Good on you, Steve! Ken Mills from
'Town & Country Toyota' of Gympie
provided us with a Toyota 4WD Troop
carrier which was appreciated greatly,
and which didn't miss a beat. So if you're
in the market for a new Toyota or a top
Quality used car, Ken's the man to see.

friends from our club who acted as wiremen. I was one of many who enjoyed a
good launch, a great fly and a safe landing.
Day one was great.
Day 2. Cairns club members had arrived,
driving through the night and arriving in
the early hours of the morning, and came
down for breakie, red-eyed but keen to
get airborne. The day was overcast with
patches of blue sky and the winds were
going through in strong cycles. With approx. 30 odd kites set up on the grassed
area, all were joking and jostling for a set
up space. Brendan was designated the
"patch of blue" but deferred for a greener
and drier site. All kites got off safely and
the majority landed in the cleared sugar
cane field as we had the day before, with
a couple overshooting the site and one in
the cane.
Day 3. We awoke to the "Thrilled Shrill"
at 6.3Oam of Geoff proclaiming "it's on".
While we were eating breakfast those
keen and eager to fly were already dealing
with the task of setting up and pulling
their kites forward to make more room.
Weather was great, spectators abound,
pilots launched off like helicopters - almost straight up. Some were lucky
enough to have two flights that day, some
went for distance and others for height.
One fellow, safe after an unfortunately
dodgey launch, spent an hour or so pruning a tree to the right of the ramp and
telling us where the cycles were coming
through. He too, after spending an hour
or so contemplating nature, was plucked
back to launch and took off for a great fly.
Day 4. After breakfast, a few keen flyers
set up their kites. Ron and Brian,
relented and packed up as the valley
clouded over and eyes were strained to
see the landing paddock. Group decision
to make a move homeward bound saw us
on our way down that windy road, this
time loaded up and headed south.
Our thanks to Nev and all others involved
for making our weekend a good one. See
you there next year with hopefully heaps
of people.
Get high and hang there
David Cookman & the Sunshine Coast

Day 1. We arrived at 9.30 am
and it was overcast, but still
blowing up the face. We unpacked our baggage and settied in at the Chalet. Just
after lunch we all set up. I was
the first off the ramp, and
knowing that when it is blowing there, the ramp commands respect. I had a good Jv\<S"
launch with the aid of two -~
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XS 155 (Int) king-post
hangpoint, orange
scrim LE fluro yellow &
mid blue US, white
warp MS ex cond $3500
also
Mars 170 (Nov) gd
cond $1200 also
GT 190 (Int) gd cond
$650 ph Neil Mersham
(066) 857854
Mission 170 (Nov) red
black & white gd cond
$2000 ph Paul (02)
5217931
Mission 170 (Nov) low
hrs ex cond blue red &
yellow $2200 ph Warren
(02) 9055599 W,
9052685 H
AirBorne Trike big
wheels, suspension,
brake,
big
tank,
ultraprop, Rotax 277;
single seat, Missile 180
wing, dual purpose box
trailer & accessories
$3500 ph Brian Silver
(02) 5253787

NEW SOUTH WALES
Moyea XS 155 (Int) Orange scrim LE, blue warp
MS, orange & fluro lemon US king post hangpoint $2800 ph (02) 9180773 leave message
Gyro 180 (Nov) with backpack harness $950
also
Aero 170 v clean $2250 also
2 x CB Radio with rechargeable batteries &
chargers, never used $250 also
X-ACT Harness suit 5'8"-5'11" $500 ph (065)
569692
Moyea XS 142 (Int) grey scrim LE, fluro pink &
fluro lemon US, white warp TS, plus fins only 4
hrs airtime urgent sale save over $300 on new
price $3900 ph Glen (02) 9182439 H, 9382855 W
Aero Racer 170 (Nov) fluro yellow LEITE mid
blue orange US 6 mths old v gd cond $2500 ph
Chris (049) 631840
Moy. . Meteor 190 (Int) blue/rainbow tips v gd
cond bargain at only $400 ph Bob Beck (065)
546212
Ball 651 Varlometer ex cond $600 ono ph David
Ross (02) 4114683
Trike single place Rotax 377 AirBorne copy
professionally built with Missile 180 wing approx
40 hrs on engine $3500 also
Ma,.170 (Nov) red LE green/yellow US gd cond
$900 ph (043) 328111
Moyea Pod Harness wHh Chute suit 5'8"-6'3"
$650 or will separate also
Utek VE1 0 varlo $250 also
Hall ASI with mount $25, all items one owner &
In ex cond ph Mark (049) 527235
Moyea XS 155 (Int) fluro yellow scrim mylar LE,
white warp MS fluro yellow/mauve undersurface
ex condillatest model ship with king post hang
suspension system $3500 ph Phil Beck (049)

634598
Ma,. 170 (Nov) ex cond 4 hrs yellow & white
$1500 ph Mark (063) 622604
Robin 440 Engine oil injected geared spare
prop $3000 ph (065) 569692
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Foil 152C. Combat (Int)
absolutely brand new, mortgage forces sale, red
yellow & white sail only $3,950 also
Kiss 154 (Int) really low airtime, race sailcloth,
must sell $3500 also
Harness - FLASH competition low-drag front zip
harness (Similar to Klafsky) all extras - radio
pocket, side chute container etc $400 call William (02) 6602309
Mars 170 (Nov) dark blue Le white MS gd cond
ph Mark (065) 598828 AH

~oo

Mars 170 (Nov) + Cocoon harness for 5'10"-6'
$1300 also
Gyro II (Nov) + beginners' harness $750 ph
Shannon or Julie (042) 342565
Foil 155 (Int) white with gold LE & rainbow US
flies well $1100 ph Gary (06) 2313655 AH
FoIl160B (Int) ex cond make me any offer, I can
refuse ph Bruce (02) 305666 AH
Foil 160B Racer (Int) orange fluoro mylar LE
black/orange US gd cond Len (068) 537220
Moyes XS 155 (Int) 7 mths old v gd cond blue
LE (warp) full warp MS blue & red US only 15 hrs
flown no aeros guaranteed best cond suit new
glider buyer flown mostly Stanwell Park $3500
ono Moyes pod harn. .s $250 ono + chute
$300 ono Ball 651 $500 ono Braunlger
alto/varlo LCD $550 Mastalr Berformance VZ
vario $550 Skywatch airspeed $100
Electrophone TX475 UHF 'CB radio $450 ph
Lasco (02) 7596975 or 7582828 BH
GTR 162 Race (Int) F1uoro yellow LE white &
blue US v gd cond must sell going OS $1900 ph
Bill (066) 216655
Moy. . Mission 170 (Nov) blue white & red e>
cond test flown only + Moyes backpack harness
suit 5'10"-6' + helmet priced to sell @ $2600 ph
Ivo (02) 4773113

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
GTR 148 (Int) yellow & white suite small person
looking for 1st high performance glider, vgd sink
rate $1200 also
Hummingbird varlo + Thommen alt in faired

pod case $250 also
Moy.. cocoon harness red medium ph Claire
(088) 273266
This Foil 150B Racer (Int) has been handled by
a lady for 18 mths, been stripped down & checked, new flying wires, yellow LE, It sea green &
blue US white MS, aerofoil everything $2200 ph
Birgit Svens (OS) 2721337 AH
Vision Eclipse (Nov) low hrs, safe edge faired
uprights spares etc, a lightweight glider with
great thermalling performance, a dream to turn
also
Ball 652 instrument deck (altimeter-airspeedvario) also
Pod Harness with chute, stirrup harness,
Towing gear (hardly used) hydraulic and electric
tension metres (both need repair) towline etc
Glider carrying tube bargain price $3000 the lot.
I do not wish to split up. Bill (OS) 2702032, must
sell to continue studies

QUEENSLAND
Foil 155 (Int) white LE black & red US flies well
$700 ph Hayden (066) 884326
Mars 170 (Nov) black LE white MS Red Keel
Pocket, flies well + Moyes Backpack cocoon
Harness $1200 ono ph Chris (075) 369123
Gyro 160 II (Nov) gd cond $1400 also
Foil 152 Combat (Int) 6 mths olq $3700 ph (075)
964141
Moyes GTR 175 (Int) pink & white, full factory
refit, v low hrs, ex cond, sacrificed for $1500 ph
Tony Gordon (07) 3798179
Sky Systems Pod Harness red/rainbow strip
will fit up to 173cm person $250 also
Mars 170 (Nov) red/black/white going OS ex
cond $1100 also
Mars 170 top wires $30 also
Helmet white small size $25 ph David (071)
498573
GTR Race 151 (Int) fluor green LE gd cond
$2100 also
GTR 210 (Int) ideal tandem glider $1100 also
Mars 170 (Nov) right price $900 ph 018772887
Gyro 180 (Nov) ex beginners glider gd cond
comes with apron harness & helmet + airspeed
indicator $1100 ph Ray (077) 752607 AH or
814773W
Mars 170 (Nov) gd cond flys well red LE white
US red keel pocket, manual, batten profile $950
ph Steve (075) 325845 W or 922394 H
Moyes XS 155 (Int) warp sailcloth LE & MS, fully
checked by Moyes dealer $3150 will trade Mission or Aero 170 also
Cocoon Harness 6 to choose from, different
sizes from $100 also
Apron Harness complete with foot stirrup,
choice of 3 from $50 also
Mars 150 & 170's (Nov) 4 to choose from also
Gyro II 180 (Nov) ex cond ph Pat (079) 792562
Vision 170 (Nov) Mauve Le pink & blue US 40
hrs as new includes harness, helmet &
waterproof bag $1500 ph Kim Heany (070)
526526 BH
Skytech Fllghtdeck Dual scale vario, digital altimeter 10ft increments, airspeed indicator &
temperature gauge, base bar mount & battery
charger in as new cond $625 ph (07) 8012262
Moyes Meteor 170 (Int) blue & white TS yellow
& white US gd cond $500 also'
Realistic Citizens Band Walkie Talkie with
bracket $100 ph Paul (07) 3956268

XS (Int) cheapest in market place red LE red US
white MS 5 mths old gd cond $3300 ono also
GTR 175 (Int) gd cond big lifter fly while others
on the ground 2 seasons old black LE red &
orange US fluoro pink/white MS $2200 also
Mars (Nov) Immac cond black LE red US white
MS great buying at $100 for any info on these 3
kites ph Dave Cookman (071) 498573
Sky Systems Pod Harness red/rainbow strip fit
up to 173cm $250 v gd cond also
Mars 170 (Nov) red/black/white v gd cond $1100
also
Mars 170 top wires $30 also
Helmet white small size $25 ph David (071)
498573
Vision (Nov) gd cond yellow/white with green LE
suit beginner to intermediate $1400 ph Graham
018729048
GTR 162 (Int) gd cond speed bar, new bolts new
nose wires bag 12 mths old, batten profile ,
manual, no tears or flutters, yellow LE white MS
2 tone green US $1250 also
Cocoon harness with 5000 Ib carabina suit 5'5"5'10" pilot $120 ph Russell (071) 866253
Probe II (Int) pink & white MS spare uprights gd
cond $600 ph Joe (Hannes) (079) 396365
4 x Moyes XS 154's (Int) from $3900 to $3200
also
GTR 162 WB (Int) Ultra weave MS also
Moyes XS 169 (Int) also
C.G. Harness to suit 5'10"-6'1" pilot, ask about
trades, especially intermediate gliders call
Richard Nevins (075) 324874 after 5pm
Mars 150 (Nov) As new cond $1200 ph Calan
(070) 557190

VICTORIA
GTR 175 (Int) v gd nick! no flutters red & rainbow
US $1200 ph Russell (03) 5705461 BH
Moyes Mission 170 (Nov) 4 hrs flying brand new
cond $2500 also
Moyes Pod Harness brand new unflown $450
ph Ken (059) 864717 AH or 018 315575 W
Moyes XS 155 (Int) immac cond It blue US pink
MS $3700 ono contact Rob Van de Klooster (052)
223019 or Hans (089) 855040
Moyes Mars 170 (Nov) v low hrs white LE blue
& red MS includes cocoon harness & helmet v
gd cond $1300 the lot will separate ph Dean (03)
7957829
GTR 162 VG (Int) red gold recent airframe overhaul + sail retrimmed by Moyes, flies well $700
ph Rob (03) 4895182
Altair 180 (Nov) Brown LE, white MS $500 also
Magic III (Int) Blue LE, rainbow DS $700 also
Foil 160 (Int) yellow LE white MS $700 also
Zephlr 160 (lnt) blue LE yellow MS, this glider is
in ex cond with performance & handling equal
to Foil 160/WB. Come & test fly $1500 ono (057)
551724
Paragllder Condor Sp10 with harness & pack,
24.5 sq mtrs, pilot weight 60-80 kgs, LID 5.2, as
new only $2000 ph (03) 8226634 AH
AirBorne Trike Arrow Wing dual seat 440 Robin
fairing, ultra prop & wooden prop, big wheels
totally rebuilt to latest standards by AirBorne
$5000 ono also
Foil 152 Combat (lnt) still in new cond 10hrs
airtime ex performer, competition frame, must

sell due to work commitments $3400 ph (064)
575073
Cocoon Harness with parachute pack, black
looks mean, low airtime $100 ono will swap for
full time driver (female) ph Mike (053) 322495
Airborne Trike Brand newl Arrow 11 Buzzard
532 with Pod . Not yet unpacked. Asking $13500
includes trailer, ring Chris (03) 4299169 or Mike
(03) 4172130

ACT
Foil 155 (lnt) white gold LE rainbow US, V.B.
faired kingpost, speedbar flies well $1100 ono
also
Parachute, helmet &. Cocoon Harness
(medium) any reasonable offer ph Gary (06)
2313655 H
GTR 162 (lnt) white with blue LE, rainbow US
approx 20 hrs mint cond $1650 also
Moyes Pod mint cond $200 also
Backup Chute $200 also
Afro Owens Valley varlo/alt/asl $450 also
Realistic 40 channel CB $150 ph Paul (06)
2707018
Sabre 165 (Int) surfcote, yellow MS red LE
speedbar $600 ph John (06) 2901368
XS 155 (lnt) pink scrim LE, light blue US, white
warp MS 5 hrs airtime onlyll $3800 also
Moyes Meteor 150 (Int) yellow & red suit lighter
pilot perfect cond & has been sitting in garage
with only 11 hrs airtime II $950 ono also
Trike 532 LC Buzzard, Arrow 2 IMMACULATE
cond, d/blue LE, I/blue US, white MS, 39 hrs
airtime onlyl $10500 ono Brett Freebody (062)
2957434 H, 2488988 W

The Quick Release Tow Bridle

WA HANG GUDING TRAINING CENTRE

* Hang Gliding instruction

The Quick Release tow bridle has a stainless steel
main body which is only 37mm long x 12mm
diameter. It incorporates a shear pin, a pulley, tie off
pin for the rope and uses a webbing 2 ring r.elease,
making it all very small and light. Another new Innovation is a keel harness allowing easy set up and
adjustment. It also distributes the load over a wider
area reducing focal pressure across the keel.
Send $68 + $4p.p. - return unused within 14 days
for refund

* Tandem instruction
* Ratings
* Tandem pleasure flights - coastal or inland

*Towing Endorsements

- Hang gliding accessories - Used gliders & eguipment - Repairs - Towing bridles - Books
- Tow ropes - Helmets- Videos - Sun glasses - Carrabiners - Radios, UHF & CB - Instruments

* Moyes Dealer * Enterpise Wings Dealer * AirBorne Windsports Dealer
Contact: Mike Duffy, 32 Eton St, North Perth, W.A. 6006, Ph: (09) 4442569
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STEP INTO A
•

DEVELOPED FOR THE RECREA TlONAL PILOT.

•

EASY TO LAUNCH . .. EASY TO LAND.

•

INCLUDES GOLD ANODISED AIRFRAME, AEROFOIL KINGPOST, BASE BAR
PROTECTORS, HAND GRIPS AND QUICK SET UP.

•

FROM NOVICE TO ADVANCED - CHOOSE THE OPTIONS THAT SUIT YOu.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

Scrim leading edge
Rubber backed (aired uprights
Speed bar

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $2850.00
(Not Currently Certified)

Designed and Manufactured by

12/30 Kalaroo Road REDHEAD, NSW 2290 PH (049) 499 199 (2 lines) FAX (049) 499 395

